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Atl5TRACT

The activities related to the development and utilization

11

of New Zealand ironsands are briefly reviewed. The var-Lous

ironsa~ds operations around the country and their different modes

of concentration are described to dofine the objective of this

pro t.

This cescorcn project investigated the viability of

simultaneously exploiting the sp8cifi~ gravity and magnetic property

of magnetic minerals to producc high grade magnetic concentrutes

using magnetic hydrocyclones. The performance of hydrocyclones on

ground magnetic and non magnctic samples under the influence of

magnetic forces produced from external and internal magnetic poles

wenl s tudieri .

External magnetic poles were proved effectivB in

increBsing magnetic recovery to the underflow while result.s uced

by internal magnetic pole were less encouraging. The possibility of

using magnetic hydrocyclones with higher d50 of separation for the

beneficiation of New Zealand ironsands is envisaged.
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(;HAPTEn Cl!\JE

INTRCJDIJCTID~J

1

1.1 Occur-r-ence and of Nmv ZcalemeJ I Y'nne'''",''

New Zr3alancJ i,:3 richly endowed by nat ur-s wi.t.h the va luab Le

mineral - titanomagnetite in the form of black ironsands. These

sands extend intermittently along the coast from Kaipara Harbour,

5D k i.Lorne t.r-e a North of Auckland to the Wangaehu River Ea~,t of Wanuunui.,

These black Lr-onsands contain ::j-t1UX, by weight of ti tanmnagnetite C1r'£"

the weathered remains of the Quaternary volcanic andesites of Mount

Egmont.
l The coastal wave and wind actions have in the course of the

last 2.3 million years, transported, attrited, upgraded and

hydraulically sorted these sands into rich deposits of titanomagnetite. 2

Before the l~te nineteenth centry, apart from the

recognition of these blacksands as a source of iron and titanium, all

attempts in the extraction of iron, titanium Bnd vanidium from them had

3 il r:
failed. "~. With the advancement achieved in iron and steel making

technology and the increase in demand for iron and steel products

locally, New Zealand Steel Investigation Company Limited was formed in

1960 to examine the feasibility of an iron and steel industry in New
6

Zealand baaad on thE; black Lronsands of' tho country. The out.come of

their studies led to the establishment of Now Zealand Steol Limited

(N.Z.S.) in 1965 and an iron and stoel works was set up in Gl~nbrook,

55 kilometres South of Auckland. This New Steel works employed the

SL/RN dir8ct reduction process, doveloped jointly by the 6teel Company

of Canada, Lurgi of West Germany and Republic 6teel and National Load

fO IJ c A 7
o . LJ.' •

Tha .Japaneso iron and steml industry discovered that thE"

titanium present in titanomagnetite has the effect of prolonging the

life of their blast furnace refractory linings by the formation of

titanium bear and the reduction of undor~h8arth tGmpcraturc. Thi~3

discovery together with the long 8stablishGd fact that titanium hGlps

the rmnoVi"ll of n.itr-ouen during the conversion of iron into

stool led to the world-wide search for a suitable source of material

as an audit i.ve to their !.,intuY',,-fcueJ bLende tu the benef'ieial

El 'J, W.
eff eots • " l .. l'I·,·,l.·+(.')E.·.·\ O"ie!:)(]I,;:i.L I' I' tl 1-)" J" ,
L I . - _' . ' .. L u ',f, WLCJrE~ CllJrlCi J.n '";1[>, .. ru... ],pp].n("f3 emu

L;hc: L , IJl.'t the')! 1 tDU 1 to

[J(JITlClnc! l\Jew Ze:alcmcl ha!:.) cm CI1CJrfilDUfJ l'L:,;c:t'liCfJ CSt:illlutc:cl to Cm in

DXCUfiS [' hClCl Jl:LOf\ Y'C-;CC1VF.~r;::lh] ti t"'II'-'""",,,
"] 1ti L(,,"".L

I .. L L ~ ..



This reserves exceeds any forsesoble domestic requirement and an

2

export industry was envisaged. Waipipi Ironsands Limited was

formed in 1969 to mine and export titanomagnetite.

Further increase in overseas demand led to the formation of

New Zealand Steel Mining Company Limited in 1971 to mine a rich

deposit with a proven reserves of 300 million tonnes of titanomagnetite

T I f 12 (F' 1 d 2)at alaroa ·or export.lgure . an .
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1.2 Resume of Current ration in New Zealand

9

At the three ironsand operations in New Zealand, beneficiation

processes involve only simple magnetic and gravity devices. Unfortunately,

due to the inherent complicated nature of the sands, which will be described

in the next chapter, has over the years forced a series of changes in the

concentrating circuits of the various plants. With the exception of

Waipipi Ironsands Limited, the current flowsheets of the other two mines

are very different from their first design. (Figure 3).

The Waika~o North Head operation was designed to produce high

grade tit~nomegnetite for New Zealand steel SL/RN direct reduction plant.

Ironsands are selectively mined by scrapper and after ~creening and

scrubbing they are fed through double-drum magnetic separators operating

at 950·gauss. 13 The primary concentrate assaying about E2~ Fe. is further

upgraded by Reichert cone concentrator, type 2DSSV-DSV, with Mark III
14slots' to pr-oduce a final concentrate assaying more than 57-Yo Fe. (Figure 4)

In Waipipi, ironsands are mined by two suction dredges and after trommel

screening and thickening they are fed through double-drum magnetic

separators operating at 600 gauss and 350 gauss sequentially.

The magnetic concentrate assaying about 4510 Fe. is further upgraded by

spiral concentrators to produce a final concentrate assaying more than

56~ Fe. (Figure 5). As in Waipipi, the ironsands in Tahar'oa are mi.ned by

aSuction dredge. Aftsr screening the'sands are fed into eight primary

Reichert cone concentrators. The primary gravity concentrate is further

upgraded by magnetic separators.
15

(Figure 6).

1-. 2.:l- ~quifJrr:ent_E_mP.~£L~.9_~~~.~e Th~:;co,._9p~)r'2.!-illn:S

The devices used in the three operations to effect magnetic

and gravity separation are rather straight-forward but it is important to

appreciate their operating characteristics before any attempt to improve

their performance or to intrDduce more effective equipment. Since the

fundamental principles of the magnetic and gravity concentrators used in

the different plant are very similar therefore only their general operating

principles are described here.



HJ

.2.1.1 Wpt

The wet magnetic separators used in all the three plants

consist of non-magnetic horizontal cylinders revolving around magnetic

banks. The magnetic banks are built up of individual permanent magnets

arranged radially around the drum axis with opposite polarities in

adjacent poles. (Figure 7).

The magnetic feed is introduced either concurrently or counter

currently to the direction of the drums rotation. Magnetic minerals

are picked up on the drum surface and travel around the alternating magnetic

poles before discharging into the concentrate launder when they leave the

magnetic field by gravity. The alternating poles theoretically flip the

mineral grains around as they pass from one pole to another and this was

intended to encourage non-magnetic grains trapped in the magnetic mess

to drop off the drums surface. When magnetic composite grains of different

sizes are treated, selectivity can be vcry poor and further concentration

with other equipment is necessary for the production of a high grade

concentrate.

1.2.1.2 iral Concentrator

Spiral concentrators are used to produce final concentrate

in Waipipi and Waikato North Head. In Woipipi they are used directly to

treat primary magnetic concentrate while in Waikato North Head they are

employed to upgrade the tailings from the Reichert Cone concentrators.

A spiral concentrator consists of a spiral curved-bottom

launder wound at constant spiral diameter around a vertical axis.

The pulp is fed to the top of the spiral and flows out on the first turn.

Particles which are light or fine, being more readily suspended by the

impulse of the fluid medium, obtained sufficiently greater tangential

velocities then the unsuspended heavier grains. This causes them to

climb towards the outer rim of the spiral trough. On the other hand the

Coarser grains work towards the outer edge by a combination of reverse

classification in a stirred bed and film sizing. As a result, the heavier

mineral grains are progressing by saltation along the lowest part of the

launder cross-section. Due to the higher density, the heavier mineral

grains settle faster in the pulp to the bottom of the trough, where they

are retarded against the centrifugal force and thus are forced towards

the inner radii of the dUB to lower centrifugal forces and also due

to the inclinction of the trough bottom. Concentrates are removed from

the stream by adjustable itLer:, which di\!fH't thern into the bleud~-off



magnetic
concentrate

feed
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magnetic tail

Figure 7: Diagram of a wet magnetic separator
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Figure 8: Cross-section of B typical spiral concentrator



12
Wash waters are ~s8d at regular interval along the stream to increase

the effectiveness of the spiral classification by providing a second

radial force to wash the lighter material to the outer radii and to

promote the downward movement of the he3vy mater~als at the inner radii

of the trough where pulp flow is minimum. Materials which are not

caught by the concentrate splitters along the trough eventually end up

at the lower cnd of the spiral as the taj.l. (Figure 8).

1.2.1.3 Reichert Cone Concentrate

Reichert Cones are used in Taharoa and Waikato North Head,

and in Tahar-oa it Ls the only type of gravity separator the plant employed.

The device consists of a number of cone shaped sections, some

of which are placed in an apex up position and act as distributors and others

which ara placed in the reVerse mode act as concentration cones. (Figure 9).

The flow of materials through a cone is simple and consists of a number

of similar st.epCJ. Slurry is fed onto the apex of the first cone and

thence flows to the circumference. At the circumference the pulp can be

split into two ways, half going to each of two concentrating cones.

The pulp as it passes over the concentratjng cones fornls a stratified bed

with the heavicst particles at the bottom and the lightest on the top.

Towards the centre of the cone there are two slots through which some of the

material at the bottom of the bed passes through, thus heavy material is

drawn off. (Figure 9).

a certain extent disrup

The normal stratification of the material is to

to the b8n8~it of the concentration by the

intrinsic operating mod~ Of the cones. The bed is sequeezed as it flows

in from the circumference to the centre. Some water is forced out of the

bed. In doing so the rising water tends to affect the larger particles

more than the small ones of similar specific gravity and thus there tends

to be some inversion of the bed with the finer heavy particles settle at

the bottom and the coarser further up. The inversion of bedding is of

significant importance in the upgrading of ironsands since most of the

coarser titanomagnetic grains tend to be lower in iron.
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A review of the various ironsand operations in New

Z land shows that their concentration circuits centred around magnetic

]()

gravity processes. Intensive testworks were carried out by

different institlltions to define the most efficient process sequence

involving the two principal separators. Works carried out by Myint
, 16

Thian and Guckenham concluded that gravity followed by magnetic

is the desired sequence. This was later backed up by works carried out
15

by Cooper who used cones in~teBd of spiral as the gravity separator.

On the other hand work conducted by Hiew 17 shO\'md that the reverse

sequence is the mcst efficient process for Waipipi ironsands.

Instead of concentrating on the process sequence in the

search for equipment with higher efficiency for the beneficiation of

magnetic minerals, other devices which are not conventionally used in

this industry should be looked into. This project moved out of the

sequential problem and emphasized on the development of a new equipment

which could simultaneously exploit the specific gravity and magnetic

property of the minerals, In a simultaneous process, each separating

effect should be directed to positively complement the other. If this

equipment is proved feasible then the retention time will be greatly

reduced and consequently the capacities of the present plants can be

greatly increased. From the many possibilities, one of them was

selucted for intensive s tudy , That the application of magnetic

forces to assist the radial movements of magnetic particles in a

convertional hydrocyclone classifier. The magnetic f or-ous can be used

either to enhance the outwardly migration of tile magnetic particles and

eventually end up at the spigot or to force magnetic particles to move

towards the BXjS of the hydrocyclone and end up through the vortex

finder. This equipmerrt i~3 to be ceILed , "The Ma[.Jnetic Hyrfr-ocyc.Lone ".
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CHAF)TER TWO

MINERALOGY AND SIZE ANALYSIS OF NEW ZEALAND IRON6ANDS

? . l '~i n~~~~,E!Y

The dominant mineral wa~3 first identifled by Skey 13 as

titanomagnetite. Almost half a century later, Hutton,18 who

t d I k r' Id 19 d 20ex .en ed t.he wor s of ,:)lngewa an Bruton, - by careful

electromagr18tic separation, determined a f8rromagnetic fraction as

titanomagnetite and a paramagnetic fraction as titanheffiatite exists

in a small percentage of the grains and this was further substantiated

by Munro and 8eBvis,2l who through study of methods for the extraction

of vanadium from the sands, put forward chemical evidence in favour

of Hutton's conclusion. Finally Wright 22 demonstrated that the

homogenous titanomagnetic grains are made up of magnetite-ulvospinel

solid solutions using X-ray and chemical data.

The magnetite-ulvospinel solid solution series, with an

average chemical composition of Fe 30
4+FeO

(83.7%), Ti02 ( EJ . 270 and

V203(0.2~)ojo), 23 occur-s rE1re]y as a d iscr-at.e mineral but commonly in

nBtuIBl magnetites, either in solid solution or as an exsolution

lamellae. 24 Oxidation of UlvDspinel solid solution can follow two

paths, either low temperature oxidation leading to hematite-ilmenite

1 · j t . 25 hi I 1- ' ' It· duci t . 1so lC U-lon or a 19l ~empBra~ure OXlea-lon prouclng rU-l e 1

titanhclJatite and pseudobrookite. 26 Wright 22 concluded that oxidation

textures i n ~JE::iW ZEmland ti tanomagneti te WElrc ini tiatccl under low to

moderate tempf3rature in the n.J~Jion of 600 0c with a fast rate of cooling.

Once injtiated the formation of the rhombohedral phase would continue

at lower temperature in view of the grcater stability of the titanhematite

series OVBr the titanomagnetite series.

Buddington and Lindsley categorised five types of magnetic-

i1menite texture on oxidation Bnd diffusion of a homogenous titanomagnetite

(i) nC,P1CJ[jClnUUCj sp i.ne l :
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(i:i) . trelli s type :Lntr3growth,3 of the ti t anhemat.Lt.e

lamellae parallel to all sets of lattice planes;

(iii) sandwich integrowths of thick titanhematjte lamellae

predominantly on one set of plane;

(iv) branules, possibly lamellae, of titanhematite on

grains-internal granular exsolution;

(v) gra~ules, possibly lamellae, of titanhematita on

the external boundaries of titanomagnetite crystals

or groins-external granular exsolution.

Microscopic examination of thin slides of sand specimen by Foley-Fisher
27

shows that occurrence of the different textures may be alone or in

combination with other type or tYDes within a rock.

Titc1noma~Jnetib3 is the only ferromagnetic mineral in the

ironsands and also has the highest specific gravity of 4.8. These two

dominating properties are important in the designs of commericul ironsands

concentrating circuits. The major gangu8 mineral is augite, an

intc~rm8diDte membe r of El solid so lut.i.on ~38ri8,3 be twaan rfiop s iria (CaMgSi
2

0S)
and hedsnbergite (CaFeSi 20

6
) , having a compositional formula, Ca(Mg, Fe, AI)

(Si, AI)20S' where Al has substituted for Mg Bnd Si. Augite, the dark

gsngue mineral hes a specific gravity of 3.2-3.3. The other major gangue

mineral presents in lesser amount lS hornblende which is dark green in
• , '. r 2/3colour and has Cl spec ifLc [:.Jravlty of J.O···J.4. Other minor gangue

nu.ner-als are garnet, quartz, f'c']e!,,,pars " bi.crt i.t.e anrl zircon.

A very import:mt aspec t in the mimTaloDY of Lr-cnsands is the

presence of composite grains of titanomagnetite and the major gangue minerals.

The extent of the composite nature of th05e grains is variable and

pr'e serrt the nvo""tc:,ct and most compIicated obEitacle in the deve l opmerrt of

an efficient bcneficiation circuit for New Zealand ircnsands.



Table I below shows a typical size analysis of a sample

17

of New Zealand ironsands from Waipipi. The magnetic assays clearly

demonstrate that the non magnetic particles occupy the coarser end

while'the magnetic minerals are distributed below the 72 mesh size

f'r-ac t i ons . This is a clear indication that natural hydraulic sorting

had taken place during the depositional process which resulted in the

occurrence of light minerals of coarser grains in situ with hPBvier

minerals of finer siz~s.

Size analysis of the ironsands shows that 90~ of the

titanomagnetite is distributed between 72 mesh and 150 mesh while about

90~ of ±;hEl f]cmgue minerals lies between 52 mesh, and 100 mesh size.

To produce a reasonable concentrate would involve the rejection of gangu8

minerals coarser than 100 mesh size. However Table 3 shows that the

settlinf] velocity for the 150 mesh size titanomagnetite, which has to

be retained for acceptable iron recovery, corresponds with the terminal

settlinf] velocity for that of gBngue minerals around the 100 mesh size.

lADLE 1 : Typical SiZE) Analysis of New Zealand Ironsands

52 lL1.9

72 20.2

100 .:30.0

150 20.8

200 2.0

-200 0.]

Mesh/
D.S.S.

36

Wt.
rf9tained

3.8 0.53' 0.1

8.14 3,0

17.35 12.3

45.13 33.9

87.61 45.6

92.92 4.7

:19.65 0.4

The size analysis and terminal settling velocities for

titanomaf]netite and non-magnetic particle sizes illustrated the problems

that have to be overcomed in upgrading New Zealand ironsands by using

gravity separators alone. Since titanomaf]netite is the only mineral

sorted for and is also the only ferromagnetis mineral present in the

processes would be

the obviC.JUS solution.



2 Typical Size Distribution of Magnetic Concentrate and

Tail Sample3

52 5.4 31.2 26.1 0.7

72 J.6.2 58.8 39.4 0.4

100 38.8 82.5 23.1 0.4

J.50 33.1 97.2 I 4.2 0.4

2CJO 2.8 95.6 I 0.2 1.1

-200 0.9 45.7

I
0.1 0.9

------1-----------------1-- ------I

TABLE 3: 6tokesian Terminal Velocity (T.V.) of the Various

Minerals in New Zealand Ironsands

r----- --·_-------r---rrE}iuJITI(=Jgnf" t:L teT--(~ru-artz---IAugi te --,

I ~(~~f.1{, ~~_~~~n !----l:-:\i~}~~~~i--r-T~ V. / Cf::T-rT~;);~~-1i-!

--~~ --1::~-- ---~::: r-~~::-~-~:~I
72 ;~ll 8.c> 3.7 4.8 I"

100 152 4.:.:-3 1.9 2.5

150 lLl4 2.0 0.9 1.2

200 7Cj 1.1 0.5 0.6

--200 -76 '-1.1 4\'t0.5 /:'0.6

--~------._~

18
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CHAPTEFl Tllf-1EE

MAGNETIC HYDROCYCLONE CLASSIFIER

3.1 Introduction to its

1itanomagnetite is a cheap commodity and so its production

has to be extensive and at comparatively low cost. At the moment,

the operation in the various plants involves two staoes concentration -

i.8. magnetic and gravity processes. The lon~ residence time of some

of the gravity separators, especially the spirals greatly slows down

the expansion in tonnage production. With the limitation of weight

of equipment and throughput set by the buoyancy of the plant, any

increase in production would involve either extenting the present

plant buoyancy or the installation of higher throughput but lower fix

weight equipment. If the buoyancy of the plant has to be increased

the cost will be considerable and at the same time the expanded plant

would reduce the man08uverability of the operation.

The low recovery and lack of versatility of the present

concentration circuit in the various operations should not be overlooked

and could not be over-Looked in t.he event of a major change in feed

material. Iron r-ecover-y of as low as 530;0 is far from se t i sfactor-y inspi t8

Of the cheap and e8sily mined rawsands if the New Zealand ironsands are

to be conscientiously exploited.

With all the constraints in mind, the equipment, if any,

which could replace the existing ones should be capable of producing the

final concentrate demanded of by the consumers in a more efficient way

both in torm of recovery and throughput.

The significantly hi S[Jf3Ci fic ty of titanomagnetite

make.s process, in soms suitable forw5,

On the othcl' hand , t i t.anomaone t:i ts is also the

only mineral in the san that is ferromagnetic. This suggests that

ion 15 equally, if not

bcnefici tjon process.



To be most nconmdcal in headroom, an equ.Ipmerrt with a high

throughput and capable of exploiting the specific gravity and

magnetic property of the titanomagnetite simultaneously would definitely

be des l r-ab l.e ,

It is a well established fact that hydrocyclone is a

compact, light and high capacity gravity separator. Although it

dOEl:; not have the r-eput.a t i on of a sharp c Las s i.f ier-, the hydrocyclone is

still acceptable for the ironsand industry because the demand for strict

20

cut point on hjgh purity concentrate is not necessary. With these

advantage,; in mi.nd , the hydrocyclone classifier wa:3 selcted for the

gravity s~paration component of a gravity/magnetic separator.

the gravity separator was chosen, the incorporation of the other

Once

process will be restricted by the fashion in which the former operates.

In this situation the magnetic forces should be designed to assist

either in the enhancing of magnetic particles to migrate to the

peripheral of the cyclone and from there eventuate to the spigot and

finally leave the hydrocyclmlc, as underflow, 01- to assist the movement

of magnetic particles to the central axis of the cyclone and discharge

through the vortex finder as overflow. This pro et stUdied the

cff:c'ct,3 of jog magnetic forcBs under different condition to a

convcn t1 DOd 1 in the recovery of

Zealand ironsands. This new equipment is to be called the magnetic

fferent attempts in the

development of a magnetic hydrocyclone classifier will be described

following the reviews of the theoretical aspects of hydrocyclone and

magnetic f or-ces .

3.2 Other

In the, eour:.:;[; Cif the dcwc31opml:3nt of t.h i s project, many

combinations of eXi~tiog equipment were thought of which can

simultaneously exploit the two outstanding properties of titanomagnetite.

The few which recsived greater attention and thought are briefly .

CJassificr

Spirals arc in increasing U~)[3 for the recovery of heavy

minerals such 85 rut zircon, chromite, scheeJite, cassitcrite, garnet,

fflcJrlazi t.o , iImeni t.u and ti+···,nnm".n,'·\c"··j From beachsands and tailings.

It will be :Lcul.Drly effective? .if tllD fee nrl ie, !l!CCliCJnicaJ.J y sized ,

but unfortunateely the ironsands around

'y' anel t.h convnn tinno I

1 t5 ve .



The application of magnetic forcGs from the aX1S of the spiral would

help the migration of magnetic particles to the inner radius.

The extent of recovery of middlings can be regulated to suit the grade

of conc8ntrote I'equired by controlling the field intensity and this

could be made simple by the use of electromagnets. If the feed is

reasonably consistent then the use of permanent magnets will be an

acceptable substitute for lower operating and maintenance cost.

~2' 2. ~ "'__. CeI.t.tr~f~IQ.'2.L!v1a~ne!Jc _~l'::lS5~ fi_E::£

The idea of this classifier was derived from Eyssa and Boom

in their at~empt to simulate the movement of weakly magnetic particles

in a super-conducting magnetic separator.

The separator concept is based on the fact that there is

a particle concentration profile due to the gravity field for low

velocity tubulent flow. When an upward magnetic force is applied, the

concentration profile of magnetic particles can be reversed leaving the

non-magnetic particles flowing along at the bottom of the channel.

By means of a devider at the end of the channel, the concentrate is

separated from the tailing. It was shown that the time needed to

deflect tlE~rntjlJtl"" particle in a narrow cylindrical charme l concentric

with the superconducting wire is small enough so that high throughput

29
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in the tubulent flow on is possible. In this case of high-field

superconducting separator, the centrifugal force could replace gravity

by rotating the flow around a straight wire conductor. The extent of

recovery of composite particles call be regulated by altering the magnetic

field, which in the case of electromagnet, could be conveniently

achieved. (FigurE', ]CJ)
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Cloc3c:iifier
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o U.S.

The application of hydrocyclone dated back to 1891 when

o ~3CJ
plant was issued to bretney. This was followed up by Dutch

8ngin8m~3 who hi[Jhlighted with their papers on cyclones in their two

sumposia hE31d in Ut;re~~ht in .Juno , JStj] and December, 1958 which was

organised by the Royal Dutch Institute of Engineers (Department of

Chemical Enginc8rin[J) Bndthe Roval Netherlands Chemical Society

(Section of Chemical Technology) respectively.31

Throughout the years, applications have outstripped research

and development to such an extent that in its short history only a

handful of the many ~ublished reports ore of direct application in the

prediction of performance while many aspects of design and performance

remain incompletely explored. The high versatility o~ the cyclone

that n~t withstanding the lack of knowledge of its basic principles,

it has proved satisfactory in so many applications. It is so widely

and intensively used today that it has acquired an indispensable position

among the various forms of equipment the engine8r as unit in the

design of an installation of a chemical or process industry. This is

largely due to its simplicity of construction, its lacks of moving

parts, its high capacity Bnd its versatility.

In the simplest terms the cyclone is a piece of equipment

which utilizes fluid pressure energy to create a rotational fluid

motion. This fluid motion causes relative movement of material

suspended in the fluid, thus permitting separation of those material,

one from another or from the fluid by centrifugal sedimentation due to

the relative centrifugal acceleration. The rotation is produced by

the tangential injection of fluid into the vessel which at the point of

entry is usually cylindrical. Throughout its length it can remain

cylindrical but usuolly in conventional cyclone the lower cnd becomes

conical. The fundamental criterion which distinguishes a cyclone is

not however, the shape of the vessel, but the use of fluid pressure

to cause rotation.

The outlet for the bulk of the fluid is usually located on

the axis such that the rotating fluid is forced to spiral towards the

centre to escape. A rotational motion has thus built into it in an

inward radial motion. Particles suspended consequently have two

oppos i nq f'or-cas ac t.i.nq on them, DnE? in an ..outwarcl radial dir-ecticn dUE"
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to centrifugal ~ccoleration, and one in an inward radial direction

due to the fluid drag force of the inward moving fluid. The

magnitude of the forces Ls dependent on the physi.caL prop~;rtil?s

of both the fluid and the suspended material, and use of those

properties can consequently be made to effect separation of one

mater:ial from another or of a single mat.orLeI from the fluid.

The production of two products, one moved radially inwardSwhile the

26

other outwardSnocessitates the provision of two outlets. One outlet

is usually axial and the other can be peripheral but again is

normally axial by taking it to the opposite end through, for example,

convergence of the wall giving the cone shape.

Many variants in design exist, but description here is

largely confined to the so called normal or standard cyclone (Figure 11).

Figure 12 is an illustration of a standard cyclone which shows the

principal features in both elevation and plan. ThB[~e are the

tangential feed inlet, t.he main fluid outlet (or overflow), and the

peripheral fluid outlet (or underf10w). The overflow is taken out

axially through a pipe which protrudes from the roof of the cylindrical

section and is known as the vortex finder. The underflow is taken

out axially through an apex of the conical section and is known as

the [ipiDot. A cyclone is nonnally sized according to its maximum

body internal diameter, that is the diameter of the cylindrical

section. ([:llate I).

3.3.1 Fluid flow in a r-l \lr1r'nr-' \lr' lone

A knowledge of the fluid flow pattern in a hydrocyclone

is the first s t ep tuw3rd tJ:T; under-s t andLnp of the performance of a

hydrocyclone in its classification of suspended material. Being the

transport medium of the particles, the pattern of fluid flow will

rf,f]E:et t.ho mo t i ons of the auspenderi particles t.hr-ouph the hydr-ocycLone .

Bradley 32 in his classical model suggested the double spiral

pattern, which exp lain s the flow phenomenon quite convincingly. Fluid

on Entry commences downward flow in the outer region of the cyclone body.

This combines with the rotational motion, to which it is constrained,

produces the outer spiral. The presence of a top central outlet and

the inability, under normal fesd pressure and flowrate, for all of the

fluid to leave through the spigot assists the inward migration of some

of the f]uid from the external downward moving mass.



Fig.13 Schematic representation of the

spiral flow.
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Fig.14 Schematic representation of

the locus of zero vertical velociity

and the air core.

F .l5 Schematic represen
tation of th~'short circuit
and eddy flows.
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The amount of inward migration i~crBases as the cone apex is ncared

and the fluid which flows in the migratory stream ultimately reverses

its vertical velocity direction and flows upwards to the vortex finder.

Since the rotational motion is maintained, it creates the inner spiral

(F:i.gure 13), Friction dUB to the wall obstructs tangential velocity

and thus creates the short circuit which flows downwards to the spigot

Bnd upwards across the roof and down the outside waIl of the vortex finder

to join the overflow. Short-circuit flow has bcen measured to be as much

as 15 percent of the fsed fluid.
3 3

(Figure 15). The inability of the

normal overflow ooening to cope with the natural upflow causes recirculating

of some of .the upflow'in the region outside the radius of the outer wall

of the vortex finder. This is known as eddies (Figure 15).

Due to the existence of an upward and a downward spiral, there

is a region between these two spirals where there is no vertical velocity.

This applies throughout the majority of the cyclone body and locus of zero

vertical velocity can be traced. This is thc locus of zero vertical velocity

and the eddy flows centre around this locus (Figure 14).

Rotation of the flL~dcr8ates a low pressure axial core. In

the case of the hydrocyclone, normally a liquid free space is formed.

The core in a cyclone which communicates directly with the atmosphere at

either one outlet or the other becomes filled with air. The air core

diameter increases with increase in overflow diameter but is unaffected

by change in under-fLow diameter. 34 Cone angle affects the core diameter

and was reported to increase with increase in the former. 35 Formation of

the air core is an indication of vortex stability, therefore it is essential

that the feod rate and pressure be sufficient to give the stability.

Observations of air core formation have indicated that the minimum pressure

drop in normal designs of cyclone is about 5 p.s.i.

3.3.2. [JiE; tribut Ion

The Last section (jeEllt with fluid pattern only in their

qualitative aspects and knowledge of them were derived from observation

either optically or pneumatically. For more theoretical understanding, a

study of the velocity distribution will throw more light into the prediction

of the movements of particles suspended in the fluid on their passage

through the cyclone.

~1.3.c:.l tiuJ Vc~locj.t

At level below the rim of the vortex finder, the tangential

velocity increases with decreBsing radius down tu a point where radius is

smaller than that of the vortex finder. (Figure 16). This relation is

clcE,cribc;cl fu 1 11~J cm.

constnnf
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where VT is the tangential velocity; r, the radius and n is a constant

which in normal case is between 0.6 and 0 q 36

As the radius is further decreased, the tangential velocity

decreases and is proportional to r. This relation holds for the forced

vortex until the cylindrical air core is reached. Apart from the wall

The maximum tangential velocity locus occurs at a

obtained by Lilge,40 while Broer47suggested a value

0 ..7 00/2. (DC:OjumcotE:-;r of Cyclone and DrJ:dL:Hneter of
vortex fin('~,r)

Velocities

of between 0.5 and

effects, the tangential velocity is independent of the vertical position

so that envelopes of constant tangential velocity are cylinders coaxial

with the cyclone.

radius of OC/12 as

3.3.2.2

Outside the approximately conical zero vertical velocity

envelope (ZVVE), all fluid moves downwards and inside it all fluid moves

upward towards the vortex finder. Under the conditions of no radial mixing

it follows that noneof the fluid in the outer annulus can report to the

vortex finder. The greatest downward velocity occurs near the conical wall,

decreasing rapidly as the ZVVE is approached. As the radius is further

decreased, upward velocities develop and these increase to the maximum

near the air core. (Figure 17).

3.3.2.3 Radial velocities

In terms of dynamic magnitude radial velocities are rather small

when compared with the other two velocity components, but radial velocity

play the critical roll of deciding the final destination to which a specific

particle ends up. It is also the velocity component that this project

deals mainly with, because fundamentally this project deals with the radial

velocities of particle motion in a cyclone of which the fluid radial

velocities play a major part.

Radial velocities in the cylindrical section are complex and

quantitative knowledge very limited. Along the roof of the cyclone the

velocity is high and directed toward the vortex finder. Eddies pr-oduce

the outward flow below the roof and which is part of the recirculating flow.

On the conical section the radial velocity can be empirically described

by the following relation :

VR = VA tan 8/2, where VR is radial velocity, VA is axial

velocity and 8 is the cons angle.

This relationship is only followed to an acceptable extent near the conical

wall while at any horizontal level, VR decreAses as r decreBses.
n\lFk .- constant (0,(.. N·,::. 1) (F igur's In). An incJ'E!ar)8 in the fLowr-at;e i.hr-nuqh

components at all

rc:::;u l;::; :in

,. "., 37
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r .....onor-tional i.ncr'[la::)c~ in all thref:~ vc!lc!city
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FIG,16 'Iangcutial velocity distribution, Data of Kclsa ll, Trans. 1/1.11. Clicm, Enq.,
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The reporting of 0 particle to the vortex finder or to the

spigo~ is governed by the tWD opposing radial forces - the centrifugal

forcD and the drag For-ce Centrifugal force which directs particles

outwards radially to the periphery of the cyclone depends Oil the fluid

tangential velocity and the mass of the particles while fluid drag force

depends on the fluid radial velocity, the viscosity of the fluid and the

coefficient of drag of the particles.

A particle injected tangentially into the cyclone with the

suspension fluid will acquire a rotational motion equivalent to the

tangential velocity of the fluid.

centrifugal force on the particle

Fc := mVT 2

r

The tangential velocity imparts a

where Fe = centrifugal force, r = radius of rotation considered,

M = mass of the particle considered.

At the same time, due to the inward migraticn of fluid, the fluid imparts

a drag force on the particle due to its viscosity :

FD "00 3 TrNd\lR

where FD = fluid drag force, N = viscosity of fluid,

d = diameter of particle considered and VR is the inward radial

fluid ve l oc i ty.

If the drag force is equaJ to the centrifugal force on the particle, then

the particle is in its equilibrium orbit and experiences no radial motion.

i.e. Fc = FD

MVT2
= 3 lTNcI\lR----r

rfd3rE:s.~E)L) \/1
2

Cir'

d
2

es-fL)

18N

where 86 and 2L are the 6.G. of the

particle and the fluid respectively.

If VT VI
- , when VI is fluid inlet velocity,

K is a constant.and VR := k VI/r
m

, where
?

if follows that cI~(
-~_....:..-._-~~.-

JLlN
K r (1 + 2n-m)

VI



This shows that for a particle of a definite d i arnel.er' d, the E:1quilibriurn

orbit is a fixed quantity according to t~18 above relationship.

of larger diarneters will describe larger orbits since in general

(1 + 2n-rn) is greater than zero. (Figure 19).
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5D_I~rc~~.~_C?~!-~ize (d~;O l
The centrifugal force on a particle at any specific distance

from khe cone axis is the same regardless of the vertical position of

the particle in the cone. From this equal tangential envelope principle,

it follows that the maximum centrifugal force on a particle occurs at

the envelope of maximum tangential velocity (M.T.V.). The fluid drag

force on a particle increased as the particle progresses down the cone

between the envelope of zero vertical velocity (Z.V.V) and the theoretical

cone periphery due to a more rapid change in the radial velocity.

According to Lilge,4? no particle can report to the overflow until it

has reached a plane on the envelope of maximum tangential velocity where

the radial fluid drag force is equal to or greater than the centrifugal

force on the .particle. After it crossed the envelope of Z.V.V., a

particle is carried upwards. Since the fluid drag force on a particle

decreases upward and inward in the cone, it follows that above the

intersection of the two envelopes, a particle must cross the envelope

of Z.V.V. at a plane in the cone lower than that at which it crosses the

envelope of M.T.V. Below the intersection of the two envelopes, a

particle may report to the overflow depending on whether it can cross the

envelope of Z.V.V. before it is out through the spigot. Therefore a

particle of a specific size, shape and specific gravity which reports to

the overflow starts crossing the envelope of Z.V.V. and envelope of

M.T.V. at a specific height in the cone. (Figure 20)

f
r' .·"'nr,,,"'lj c tinn cf [Jf iJur[jclc

IJndcrflow and 50 cent to overflow.



At the point of intersection of the two envelopes if the

forco and the centrifugal force on the particle is equal, than

the: cIre; will have equal chance of r'epor-tinq to ei thEH' outhot .

This particle size is the 50 percent cut size or d50 of this cyclone

where HX
is the distance between the

O.:3:3'7H
.._--- ,

CCJSB

operating under this specific condition. The point of intersection
40is given by the following equation by Lilge.

x
H ="

rim of the vortex finder and the plane of intersection of the two

envelope, H is the distance between the rim of the vortex finder and

the spigot_ and B is the cona angle.

:3.3. Ej Performance Characteristic

In a conventional hydrocyclone, operating under steady

c00dition, a continuous siz8 distribution of homogenous solid particles

will be divided into two fractions according to the shape and size of

the particles. The efficiency of separation may be represented by

a performance curve as show in Figure 21, which relates the weight

fraction or percentage of each particle size reporting to the underflow

to the particle size, preferably measured as the Stokesian diameter.

A fraction R
f

co~non to all particles is discharged thorugh the spigot

not as a result of centrifugal acceleration, but due to fluid

short-circuiting. The corrected performance curve as shown in Figure

21 is obtained by applying the following relationship to each size

range

corrected fraction to underflow Actual fraction - R
f

l--R
f
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Fr-om the oor-r-act.ed curve the dimensionless r-educed ef'f i.c i ency curve

is obtained by plotting the corrected weight fraction aqa i ns t the ratio

of particle size to dSO. Through modification the dimensionless curve 3

b 1 th f 11 ' t i E 100 (1 -(d/dSO-0.1l5)')can e cescribed by - e 0 oWlng equBl0n: = -e

35

for 210 l~ ",,"cJ.sa/
I:;' ...'::" /0. Figure 22.

This relationship is an approximation to fit the Yoshioka and

Hotta 41 curve which is acceptably reliable for the plotting of a single

graph of a cyclone and from which useful predictions of the cyclone

performance can be made for changes in operating condition of the cyclone.

However this equation, does not cover alteration in the geometrical design

of the equipment.
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Magnetic forces acting on a body in a magnetic field may be

deten~ined by the application of Coulomb's law.

F == MIM2
UrZ~--'"

where F magnetic force on the body in dynes,
Ml, M2 = strengths of the poles expressed in unit

pole strength,

r distance between the poles in centimetres,

U magnetic permeability of the body

However: if t.ho body in question is not Cl point pole or a sna'lI magnetic dipole,

and is not located a~ a significant distance from the magnet of the field

relative to its linear dimensions, then the summations or integrations

resulting from the application of Coulomb's law are extremely complex and

often impossible. A l~ss difficult approach of obtaining the force erected

depends upon the fact that the energy stored in the magnetic field is

energy of position, i.e. potential energy, and is therefore, available to

do work. The exact detail of how the magnitude of a force on a body

erected by this magnetic field is not considered here, but the final results

can be summarised by the fDl10wing equation

F (Ur - 1) x 1 x B x dB
V I~TJTITr::.T ) LiD Clr ,

whGre F

V

magnetic attractive force on the body,

volume of the body,

Ur - relative permeability of the body,

UO permeability in a vacuum,

N demagnetization factor,

B flux density of field,

dB gradient of flux density.

dr

Tha permeability and susceptibility of a substance are therefore of

utmost important in deciding whether it is capable of being attracted

by a magnet, but for separation or concentration, the relative

susceptibility and permeability of gangue and minerals decide the

feasibility of the process. Table 4 shows the magnetic properties of some

of the common minerals. Another important factor is the magnetic field

gracJiFmt. The crm:ltion of a high unif'rrrm field will be of little value

in the application of magnetic force on the separation of particles.
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TABLE 4 Magnetic Permeability, Susceptibility and Relative Attractability

of Various miernals.
-l*"

a for Volume susceptibility. b for Specific susceptibility.

SusceptibilityMoteriel Per-meab i Li. ty
(after Crane)

f181ativ8
attractabiJity,------

..._-------_.---------

Iron

Mounetite

Frrmkinite

Ilmeni t.e

Pyrrhotite

Siderite

Haematite

Zircon

Limonite

Corundum

Pyrolusite

Manganite

Quartz

Rutile

[:Jyri.te

Spha l er-I te

Dolomite

Apatite

Willemite

Chalcopyr:L te

Fluorite

Calcite

2.16

1.47

1.41

1.28

1.0'78

1.022

1.008-1.024

1.002-1.029

1 .0088--1 .0099

1.0018-1.025

1.00'78-1.0088

L D061

1. D04'7

1.0022-1. OCJ55

1.0030-1.D053

1.000'7--1.0D64

1.DOD'7-1.005'7

1. ODl5--1. DD5f.3

1.D026

1.0024

1.0D16

1. ornu-r. ODl '7

1.0(104

D.09231

CJ,12-3.07 a

D.OD25-D.D037 a

0.0015 a

0.OD0337-D.9gS7Sa

D.ODD084 b

D.DDOII-D.DD11 a

D.DODD00732 b

D.DD0'7-D.DOD8 a

-D.ODDDDD34 b

D.OD062-0.00D7 a

D.00D4S! a

0.OOD375 a

D.DOD1'75-D.DOD438a

0.OODD019S b

-D.DDD15-D.DDCD2 a

-D.OODDDD264 b

D.DCJDODl b

-D.DDODDD264 b

D. DDDl9 a

O.DOODDD85 b

-D.ODDDDD2fJ5 b

-D . OCJDDDD4D5 b

lDD .OD

4D.18

35.38

24.7D

6.69

1.82

1.32

1.Dl

D.84

D.83

D.71

D.52

D.40

0.37

0.37

0.23

0.23

0.22

0.21

0.21

0.14

0.11

0.03



3.5 of

By incorporating magnetic forces into a conventional hydrocyclone

classifier, the two physical properties of separation can work

simultaneously in one equipment. The previuus sections which review the

separating principles of a hydrocyclone show that the forces that determine

where a particle is going to end up are predominantly exercised by the

radial forcBs - namely the outwardly directed centrifugal force and the

inwardly directed fluid drag force. Under these situations it is obvi.ous

that the roles which magnetic forces can play in this equipment are limited

to either help the outwardly directed centrifugal force in sending particles

to the periphery of the hydro cyclone or the fluid drag force in enhancing

the magnetic particles to leave through the vortex finder.

To produce an outwardly directed magnetic force on magnetic

particles, a converging field should be created across the hydrocyclone.

This can be achieved by using either permanent or electro magnets from the

outside of the hydrocycione. On the other hand, if the magnetic particles

are to be made to J.eave the hydrocyclone through the vortex finder, then

the magnetic field should converge to the axis and hence assisting the

migration of magnetic particles to the centre of the cyclone and leave

through the vortex finder. The creation of a powerful magnetic field to

converge to the axis calls for the installation of a magnet at the Bxis.

Unless the equipment is exceptionally huge or else a powerful magnet would

not be easily fitted at the axis withoui interrupting the flow pattern

of the hydrocyclone.

A magn tic hydro cyclone with the magnetic field dir~cted

to the periphery of the hydrocyclone will impart an outwardly directed

magnetic force on a magnetic particle. This magnetic force will increase

the total outwardly directed radial force on the particle and thus the

magnetic particle will descr~.be R wider circle of static radial velocity

than a non-magnetic particle of simil~r size. Consequently the

d50 of separation of magnetic particles will be reduced while those

of non-magnetic particles will not be affected by the magnetic forces.

In the case of an inwardly directed magnetic field, exactly the opposite

effect will take place. The inwardly directed magnetic force will assist

the inwardly directed fluid force en a magnetic particle and thus the

magnetic particle will describe a smaller circle of static radial velocity

than a cle of similar size. This wj.ll tend to increase

the d50 of separation of magnetic particles while those of non-magnetic

Lc le wiLL rio l: the magnetic forces.

(F and F ;21).) •
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A major part of this project was devoted to the dl3signing

and building of the equipment required by the experimental testwork.

In order tu make use,of some existing equipment, the testwork was conducted

in small laboratory scale and results generated was scaled up where

necessary to cover practical operation. The magnetic hydrocyclone which

was the basic equipment of this project was designed to suit the building

material and the exper irnents to be carried out with it. Unlik8 many

other separators, a scaled down hydrocyclone involved not only the

reductiorl in capacity but also the decrease in particle cut size.

Consequently the test samples had to be ground to a practical size range

to suit the magnetic hydrocylone used. Apart from the magnetic hydrocyclone

classifier, the other equipment used were conventional and well documented

E~ls8where. The Bssaying Bnd sizing instrument uS8d were selected to

suit the condition of each test sample. To facilitate easy understanding

of this project and its results, all the conventional equipment are

illustrated with c,ither d i.aqr-ams or ohotoqr-aphs , On the other hand the

magnetic hydrocyclone classifier is dealt with in greater detail.

I'l.l C'
L')'. nt

This project called for equipment to size titanomagnetite, quartz

and silicate minerals with particle sizes ranged from +600 microns down to

as fine as 10 microns. Many of the testwork results were evaluated on

t he bases of t.he SiZE; dlat.r-Lbut.Lnn of the products of the classifier,

therefore it also demanded a reasonably reliable and fast sizing method.

Tllere is not a single device which can rapidly and accurately handle this

wide size range and inevitably different sizing equipment was selected

tn suit the various sizB ranges.

4.1.1 Sieves and Shaker

For material with

sieves and shaker were used.

le SiZ8~C; greater than '7E3 nucr-ons ,

A set of 8ritish Standard Sieves (8.S.S.)

wit.h scr-een from 36 m8~:ih to ?OO 1l1:.?EJI IVElE; usc]d wi th a PD[cical screen

All sieve sizings were carried out with lOO-gramme sample
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4.1.2

For sub-sieve sizing, cyclosizer WBS chosen for its efficiency

Bnd simplicity of operation. The cycl05iz8r used for this project was

constructed to size -200 mesh qua~tz down to 10 microns. Figure 25 is a

diagrammatic arrangement of the equipment and plate 2 is a photograph of

the cyclosizer used. Operating instruction for this equipment is given

in detail in the cyclosizer instruction manual by Warman International

Pty. Ltd., Australia. It also gives a full description of the equipment.

Intensive testwork was carried out with quartz and titanomagnetite

on this cycl08izer and an optimum operating condition for clean size

splitting was established and this condition was adopted for all subsequent

testwork involving cyclosizing.

condition

Feed sample weight 10 grammes

Feed time 5 minutes

Elut'fiating time 10 minutes

Water f Lowr-at e 17 litres per minute

In l e t pressure 4(JO Kpascal

WatE;r temperature ~~Oo Celsius

TABLE 5 : SiZE~E3 of different materials in

Cyclone Cyclone Cyclone Cyclone Cyclone
Mineral No.l No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5-
Quartz 70 50 35 25 18

Titano-
magnetite 60 42 30 21 15

The particle sizes for different cyclones of the cyclosiz8r for both quartz

and titanomagnetite were obtained by microscopic sizing and particle

countinD· Results shown on TABLE 5 are their mean particle diameters.

4.1.::3 Minera

The, product size, distribution of each cyclone of the cyclosizer

depends on the operating conditions and the properties of the material sized.

Unlike screening, cyclosizer dOGS not provide the ptlysical dimensions of

the particles, instead it produces particle size ranges according to their

hydrodynamjc dimensions, i.e. the particles are hydraulically sorted.

The size r anqe of quar-t.z in the Lst; cyc l orre produc the same as that for

nomacne tlt.e arid ",D ar-e the product of the? nt.he r cyclones. To quantify

tile on'! lJCt:S, a rrl'Lcroscope

wi t.h cDI Hi'

Icl
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Samples for this pr-ojec t were EUjcjdym] for their percentage

of mClFlnE-3tic material by we i qht , The presence of composite particles did

not allow the direct weighing of a magnetic sample to obtain its true

magnetic content and this called for the application of a magnetic balance.

~?_:"L .EJ~tmagEm~']SU2~'.U_c AnElly:,)e~:

This analyser is a magnetic balance in which a sample is weighed

in gravitational and magnetic fields. If the magnetic field is strong

enough to saturate the magnetic material in the sample, the ratio of the

two weighings is linearly proportional to the amount of magnetic material
.

present in the samp18.

A sample containing the Volume, V, of a certain magnetic

material which is magnetised to saturation value, Msat, has the magnetic

moment M.

M = VMsat. -- - - (1)

The force acting on the sample is

Fm '" m dH
dz

is the gradient of the magnetic fieldwhere dH
dz

The weight fraction of magnetic material is

p = VQg
Fg

where Q is the density of the magnetic material, Fg the weight of the

sample and of the gravitional constant.

Substitution of (1) and (2) in (3) gives

P = Qg 1 Fm - - - - - - (4)
---,- ,
Msat dH Fg

dz

The instrument can be built so that the gradient of the magnetic field is

constant, i.e. dH = constant
dZ

- - - (5)

constructed that its reading x is
Fm

x = K2 :- then
f [J ,proportional to the forcu ratio.

of magnetic material is proportional

't' ] f P -.. Kl' F.m -gravl-lona. arces. . Fg

If further, the instrument is so

Since g js a universal constant, and Q and Msat. depend only on the material

and are therefore constants for a particular sample, then the weight fraction

to the ratio of magnetic and

P = K x - - - (6)
o

i.e. the instrument x multiplied by the calibcration factor Ko

yields directly the desired weight fraction of the magnetic material.
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Caliberation of the instrument is best done empirically

by using a series of normal samples. Then it is not necessary to

know the factors k, and k2 which depend on the test material and on
50

the construction of the instrument~ Watson had caliberated the

Satmagan balance used in this project for a simple and rapid method

of assaying Waipipi ironsands. In his caliberation a reading of

555 on the balance is a 100~ magnetic sample. Therefore the true

magnetic fraction of a sample (TMF) = Satmagan reading
555

The equipment once caliberated, allows large number of samples to

be assayed to the required accuracy rapidly. The only disadvantage

is the small sample size it can handle. This small sample weight (2-3

grammes) necessitates extreme care in the sampling process. Details

of operation of the Satmagam balance are given in the "Operating

Instructions, Satmagan Analyser of magnetic material, Outokumpu Oy,

instrument Division, Tapiola, Finland. (Plate 3).

Davis tube Magnetic Separator-----,----,
Plate 4 is a phtograph of the Davis tube used in determining

the weight fraction of a sample which can be attracted by magnets.

4.2.2

It is important to differentiate the results obtained by a Davis tube

and thD::-iB DbtainmJ by Cl sfitrnagan il'V~(.JTietjc balance. This is especially

so in the case of New Zealand ironssnds whose composite particles range

in composition from 5 to 95 percent magnetic material. Although the

samples used for the testwork were of high purity ground titanomagnetite

but mineralogical studies revealed the presence of composite, grains.

To evaluate the operational efficiency of a magnetic equipment it is the

magnetic attractability of a sample rather than the magnetic weight

percentage should be used. Davis tube with its high field intensity can

pick up a particle with a magnetic fraction of as low as 570. In order.

to produce consistent and comparable results the operating condition was

standardized as follow :

Field intensity 3500 gauss,

Water flowrate 0.6 litres per minute ,
Tube motion 60 strokes per minute,

Sample weight 10 gramm8s.



PLATE 3 SATMAGAN MAGNETI C ANALYZER

PLATE 4 DAVI S TUBE MAGNETI C SEPARATOR
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'CHAPTER FIVE._-------

In order to facilitate readers in following up the different

stages of development of the M.H.C., experimental procedure and results

are described with each stage of development of the classifier. Routine

5.1

and usual practises are dealt with in brevity while unfamiliar experiments

and equipment are described in greater detail.

§ample Preparation an~ Analyses

Titanomegnetite and quartz were the two minerals used to study

the spearating characteristics of the M.H.C., in its different stages of

development, on magnetic and non-magnetic material. Rawsands (untreated

ironsands) was supplied by Waipipi Ironsands Ltd., and quartz came from

Nelson Creek, New Zealand. High purity titanomagnetite was produced by

multi-stage dr~ magnetic separation and quartz was by crushing and handpicking.

Size analysis was carried out on the rawsands, its magnetic, and

non magnetic fraction.

magnetically assayed.

Results

Each size fraction of the three samples was

TABLE 6

36 3.8 0.53 0.05

52 15.0 8.14 3.07

72 28.2 17.35 12.31

100 30.3 45.13 34.43

150 20.3 87.61 44.78

200 2.1 92.95 4.91

-200 0.3 56.65 0.40

100.0 39.72

.-----".- _.,.....""'----_.-_."....,-----------~
---
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TAilLE '7

Wt.%
-

%Wt. Wt.
Mesh/8.S.S. retained retained magnetic

distribution

36 0.'7 .1. 95 1.14

52 5.9 1.42 7.01

'72 40.1 1.06 35.58

100 47.1 1.06 41.79

150 5.8 2.48 12.0fl

200 0.4 7.26 2.43

-200 0.0

100.0 1.19

From the size analysis of the rawsands and its different

products, it is obvious that to produce a reasonable concentrate of magnetic

mineral the process would involve the rejection of non-magnetic minerals

with sizes above 52 mesh or 300 microns if the concentrate is to be collected

-at the underf10w of a conventional cyclone. Ohterwise the operation would

involve the rejection of non-magnetic minerals coarser than 100 mesh or

150 microns and the magnetic concentrate to be collected at the overflow.

With a 10 cm glass cyclone, the highest d50 attained by operating

at the minimum inlet pressure, needed to maintain a steady vortex 6 p.s.i.

and f10wrate of 30 litre per minute) was only 12 microns for titanomagnetite

and 18 microns for quartz. Based on these, it is clear that the testwork

could not be conducted with the samples in their natjve state when the cyclone

siz8 was fixed by various technical reasons.
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It was then decided to study the performance of the classifier with

'J J" I ( "Jr'. ) d ]
-~I U maSl , 0 mlcrons groun samp.es of titanomagnetite Bnd quartz.

The rCBson for chosing quartz instead of the non-magnetic fraction of the

rawsands was to avoid complications due to composite particles as well as

the wide range of specific gravity present in the non-magnetic fraction when

the study of the classifier performance on non-magnetic minerals was carried

out.

-200 mesh quartz and titanomagnetite were prod~ced by grinding

in a lab. ball mill and then screen sized. The -200 mesh samples were

cyclosized Bnd based on the cyclosizer products, the cyclosizer was

caliberated for quartz and titanomagnetite.

Results

TABLE 9

70

50 i

35

25

AverarJe
size/microns

._--------------
Cyclone No. Wt. in

----_.
1 20.9

2 20.7

3 16,1

4 14.6

5

O/F

5.2

22.5
------------------

TABLE 10 Size distribution of -200 me~h ti tanoma9'..net:L~I~5!.

_ ...-_...-_..-

Cyclone No. Wt. ojo Avers98
size/rr:icIons

,------_.
1 34.6 60

2 9.1 42

3 8.2 30

4 8.6 21

5 3.9 15

-----\Tr'=------
0/ [- 35.6 -l~j

---,--,---,---------_._--------
Rawsands sample was ground in a lab. ball mill.

The -200 mesh fraction was magnetically separated by a Davis tube and the

two products thus obtained were cyclosized.
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60

42

30

21

15

33.8

8.8

8.4

10.3

4.6

No.

2

3

4

5

.._-----------------ICye] O~_8 .

I 1

o F 34.2 -15

TABLE 12 : Siz8 dist~ibution of -200 mBsh non-maqnetic fraction_ ...._-_.-..-,.__._._-_._-_.•_--~,,-_._~..,-~.__....~ .._--_..-

Wt. % Average____~ ~2~!mj.crol:~'E.
Cyclone No.

1

2

3

4

40.2

22.1

16.5

12.7

67

45

33

23

5 2.9 17
.---c57F--.----. 5.6 --_. -17-"--'-1

___. .__. ..__.-1

From the above cyclosizing results of the different experimental

samples the cyclosizer caliberation was carried out. This caliberation was

adopted for all subsequent cyclosizing testwork.

TABLE 13 : fyclosizer culiberation for °differr,nt sample~'i in microns

Non--magnetic
fraction

Quartz
mDgnetite

---------_.._-----
Titorlo-Cyclone No.

67

45

33

23

17

-17

80

57

40

29

20

-20

30

21

60

422

3

4

1

5 15
WF----. --1.5 ---------------. _.-l

Size distribution results for -200 mesh titanomagnetite Bnd

quartz show that a high percentage of the samples ended up in the overflow.

This was Llndesirable because this represented a high percentage of the feed

material that did Ilot lend itself to size analysis was involved in the

axper-Lmen t . To reduce the amount of ultrafine materials in the ground

was used to remove fins particles with sizes

nomaonet.it;e and 18 nricr-cns for' quartz. Cyclnsizing

und to bo t.oo time CDiT:;lilri.inU oncl !30 de sLi rmnq Wi3S

Bchi After dssliming the samples were dried Gnd

cvc l.csi.zed .



Cyclone No.

T/\BLE 14 : Size di"jtribution of de s l irned -200 mesh ti_tanDma~Jneti t8

~---"-------_._------------

0/ AVf:r;)CJ8
Wt. '10 • I'.

SlZ8 rru.cr-orie
----_..

1 51.12 60

2 10.96 42

3 7.92 30

4 8.32 21

5 3.60 15

D/F 18.08 -15

50

TABLE 15 Size distribution of deslimed -200 mesh q_uartz

Cyclone No. Wt. 0/0
Average
size/microns

1 28.76 70

2 22.68 50

3 16.76 35

4 14.32 25

5 3.80 18
-----

OfF 13.68 -18
--------------------'

The above results show that the deslimed samples have

.a high percentage of their ultrafine fractions been removed and hence

all subsequent exper-i.ment.e l tests on the M.H.C. were conducted with these

deslimed samples. The results also show that the size distribution

for quartz and titanomagnetite were very different. Quartz has a close

range distribution while titanomagnetite sample has a wider range.

This difference in size distribution of the two minerals suggested that

the results obtained by the classifier should be evaluated not by their

product weights alone and instead the d50 should be made use of to

give a hetter and more accurate comparison (Figure 26).
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§.:~ Cons!:E.ucU~]n of t_f~~.!~c::.9netic fiy-_clrQ..cyclone __Classi fier

The classifier was made up of two basic components, the

hydrocyclone and the magnetic poles. The cyclone was straight forward

in its construction when compared With the magnetic component.

Different methods were tried to provide the magnetic effect, internally

and externally. The design and construction of the different magnetic

hydrocyclone test rigs are described.

5.2.1 Hydroeyclone

Glass was chosen for the construction of the hydrocyclone in

this project for its transparancy and non-magnetic interference.

Transparency providea visual observation of the experiments in progress

snd this was useful in the qualitative analysis of their performance.

Conventionally available glass cyclones were too small for this project

and also accessories needed in the cylones for the installation of internal

magnets and wash-water jet were not available. The high specific gravity

of titanomagnetite and the lacking in ultrafine sizing equipment called for

hydrocyclones with larger d50 for the experiment. However the size of the

cyclones was restricted by the diameter of glass tubes used for the

construction of the cyclones. 10 centimetre diameter glass tube was

recommended and so the cyclones used for this project were restricted to

10 centimetrcs, To make axially installed magnet possible, as overflow

chamber was incorporated onto a conventional hydrocyclone as shown in

figure 27. The overflow chamber which carried the radial overflow exit

5.2.1.1

not only allowed magnets to be fixed in the cyclone axis, it also provided

a mean for wash water application as described later.

In the coarse of the project, hydrocyclones with higher d50 than

that obtained by a standard 10 centimetre hydrocyclone were constructed by

scaling up the vortex finder and the overfloW exi t without altering the other

dimensions of the hydr-ocycLone • The hinher d50 hydr-ocy'Ione s were used to

increase the non-magnetic minerals leaving through the vrrtex finder thus

higher magnetic underflow could be obtained.

Pre:.limirl.ary testwork on the sta!.-ldarcl gla,3s _..!::ydrocyclone

Before the standard glass cyclone was used in the construction

of the magnetic hydrocylone classifier, its flowrate and separation

efficiencies on quartz and titanomagnetite at different inlet pressure were

studied. Besu l t s obtained from these preliminary t es t s with no magnetic

field involved will be used as references-for comparing the performances

of the magnetic hydrocylones in later oxperlments. Apart from acting as

references of performance these results were also used to establisll the

optimum conditions for the cyclones in t b~'3twork.
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5.2.1.1.] FlowY'ate at d'if'fer-en t inlE~~_pr§l..ssur§.

Figure 28 is the diagram of the installation of the

hydrocyclone test rig used in this project. A ~ H.P. pump was used

to produce the necessary inlet pressure and water flowrate for the testwork.

A valve at the pump outlet was used to regulate the flowrate and inlet

pressure. Various flowrates between inlet pressure of 2 p.s.i. and

13 p.s.i. were measured and the test was repeated for accuracy and

consistency.

Results

TI\EJL.E 16 Flowrate of water through ID-cm standard cyclone at different

in19J:_.Pr§.~~ lJ1=~

Quar'tz

Attempts were made to carry out the experiment in a closed

circuit test rig to study the separating characteristics of the standard

glass cyclone on titanomagnetite and quartz under different inlet pressure.

This had the advantage of sampling products at steady state, but

unfortunately due to the lack of sophisticated sampling equipment it was

impossible to obtain samples accurate enough for the computation of

recoveries and performance efficiencies for the testwork. In the severel

runs conducted, the results obtained were erratic cnd far from acceptable

and so the closed circuit idea WGS dropped in fevour of a straight forward

open-circuit test installation.



Figure 28 is the diagram of the open-circuit test rig.

Since the oroject primarily dealt with the study of effects of forces

resulting from either fluid drag or magnetic field on particles going through

the hydrocyclone and 50 very low solid density in the feed was used.

Water was first run through_the hydrocyclone at the desired pressure until

Then a weighed sample of the test

material was fed steadily into the sump by the vibrating feeder. The

underflow was collected while the overflow was allowed to go to the drain.

The collected undorflow was dried and weighed to obtain the weight recovery.

From this dry sample a sub-sample was taken for cyclosizing and from

Re5ultb

TABLE 17

pr~"f:~-,:-:~.;;87---·-'Wc:--%-----·W t .cjC-'-l
-E..:~: i ' ...J:!..f2~~~lo~.-9..~E.fL~_.

5 70.73 29.27

6 72.06 27.94

7 72.39 27.61

8 73.35 26.65

9 74.10 25.90

10 7t1.67 2t3.33

11 75.35 24.65

12 75.67 24.33 J
------."1'...-.--....-.-

the cyclosizing results the weight percent of each size fraction which

ended up at the underfluw was calculated as shown below.

Take the case of titanomagn8tite separation at inlet pressure of 5 p.s.i.

Weight of feEJd 100.00g

Weight of underflow 70.73g

Weight (/{1 1::0 under f Low : 70.7370

From titanomagnetite size distribution given on TABLE 14,

51.12:10 is in cyclone No.l of cyclosizer.

From TABLE 18, at inlet pressurf3 of 5 p , s , i, 70. 5G1o of the underflow is in

cyclone No.l of cyclosizer.

Therefore weight ~ of cyclone No.l particles of the feed that had ended up

at the underflow of the hydrocyclooe classifier when operated at an inlet

prsssure of 5 p.s.i.
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- Wt. %foed to undorflow x Wt. %of underflow in cyclone No.l
_"-_,_......w ·,~ ~____ •

Wt. %of feed in cyclone No.l

70.73 x 70.56

51.12

:= 97.63

The performance curves of the hydrocyclone classifier on titanomagnetite

and quartz at different inlet pressure were drawn and from which

the d50 of separation were obtained. To reduce paperwork only some

of the per-f'ormance curves drawn are included.

Pressure gauge

'JibrfJU.ng
feeder

\

Pump Sump

Water

..............

Cycl.one

1

Hydracyclone test rig (Not to scale)
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TABLE 18 : Size Distribution of Cyclon~ underflow

-_...•._-----~---
Wt .~o to

Weight ~ underflow of
hydrocyclone

Hydr-ocycl one
inlet Cyc10sizer

cone No.pressure/
.E_.~..:.j.._._. _

5

1
2
3
4
5

OfF

70 . ~36
13.80

8.BO
4.04
0.64
2.16

97.63
89.06
78.59
34.34
12.57
8.45

6

1
2
3
4
5

OfF

68.84
14.24
9.16
5.04
0.60
2.12

97.04
93.63
83.34
43.65
12.01
8.45

7

1
2
3
4
5

O/F

68.68
14.20
8.96
5.24
0.60
2.32

97.26
93.97
81.90
45.59
12.07
9.29

8

1
2
3
4
5

O/F

68.32
13:64
9.16
5.48
0.68
2.72

98.03
91.29
84.83
48.31
13.86
11.03

5
O/F

97.B7
94.84
B4.85
58.16
15.76
10.24

97.29
96.01
86.45
57.00
14.82
9.51

97.52
95.70
86.39
61.95
16.74
13.34

en. 7[1

96.93
f)fi. [JO
1fl. elf!

9.
6.
lJ·_..J.

67.12
14.20
9.24
6.40
0.72
2.32

'--
67.00
13.92
9.00
6.40
0.76
2.84

._--------
66.1E)
1;3.92
9.08
6.04
() • f:J[J

3.20

1
2

:3
cl

D/I~3

9

10

11

12

1
2
3
4
5

O/F
'-' ------------

1
2
3
4
5

OfF
1
2
3
4
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:fABLE 19 ~8i9ht Percent recovery of q~:~rt~

-----%
0/0Wt. 0 0 Wt.

Pressure/. underflow overflow
p.S.l.--_.._---

6 73.40 26.60

8 76.55 23.45

10 78.60 21.40

12 79.35 20.65

TABLE 20 SiZt"_ (Ji~tribution of cyclone underflow

Hydrocyclone Cyclosizer Wt.% to
inlet Weight 0/0 underf10w of
pressure/

cone No. hydrocyclone
p .s. i.

1 38.00 99.02

2 30.20 97.74

3 20.60 90.22

6 4 40.19 40.19

5 6.95 6.95

OfF 5.37 5.37

1 37.60 100.00

2 29.40 99.23

3 20.48 93.54

8 4 9.24 49.39

5 2.72 11.28

OfF 2.72 15.20
-

1 36.48 99.70

2 28.08 97.31

3 20.12 94.36

10 4 12.56 68.94

5 1.00 20.68

OfF 1.36 7.81
.,----

1 36.24 99.99

2 28.16 98.52

3 20.36 96.36

12 4 13.12 72.70

5 1.08 22.55

OfF 1.12 6.50
;---_.._....._-----------------~-~-"'~. __.,..~-_._~--"._~-~_ .._--
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~)l O~)(} of ti tal-~umagm:rtite and uuart.z at d.if f er-en t pressure

05CJ of
Inlet titanomagnetite

F)~!?ure/ps i _.-1IJ_~i c..:..r_o_n..:..s _
050 of quartz
in microns

---f

5.2.1.13

5 22.4

6 21.5 25.8

7 20.8

8 20.6 24.0

9 20.4

10 20.2 23.2

11 20.0

12 19.8 22.3
--------------------------/.

Summary of preliminary test results

The preliminary test results show that the flowrate

through the cyclone increases with increase in inlet pressure.

The d5CJ for titanomagnetite and quartz decreases with increase in inlet

pressure. The ID-cm glass cyclone was shown to be more effective in

separating titanomagnetite from quartz at lower inlet pressure whjch

was clearly demonstrated on Figure 31. At 6 [J.s.i. the difference

in d50 for quartz and titanomagnetite is 4.3 microns while it is only

2.3 microns at 12 p.s.i. The results also show that the variation

in d50 that can be brought about by changes in inlet pressure is rather

minimal for both minerals.

The') minimum pressure r-equf.red to maintain a s t.eady

vortex in a hydrocyclone is around the region of 6 p.s.i. and this

together with the reason that lower pressure produced more effective

separation, the inlet pressure for the hydrocylone was set at 6 p.s.i.

for all the experiments which involved the hydrocyclone classifier.



~?:..: 2 ..J?e~l:~pn:en~?i....9~tward:ly__!::!irecte!:LJ~a!::!~al Me:.qn~~.!:J:_C? force

BIlEI [qLJir~8nt.

Numerous -ways are possible in providing an outwardly

directed radial maqnetic force to ~ssist the centrifugal force of a

hydrocyclone in moving magnetic particles toward the periphery.

In this project some of these possibilities were looked at with the

objecitive of finding the most suitable means of applying the magnetic

force in the cOllstruction of a magnetic hydrocyclolle.

5.2.2.1 Magn~tic coi~

Figure 32 in the diagram of the first attempt in the

development of a mag~etic hydrocylone. It was chosenfor its simplicity

6'3

in construction and application. Its essential features consist of

a coil of wire wound round a brass cylinder. The coil was designed

to produce a field of 1000 gauss at the centre of the coil. To

avoid overheating in the event of lengthy experiment, water cooling

was employed. Magnetic samples were run through this set up at

different field intensities to study the effect of the magnetic field

on the cyclone performance.

Results

Fi e Ld at -c8r;f'~r-e---'------Wt .-~r'ec-o-v-e-or-'y---

of coil/gauss in U/F
-----------------------------1

1000

800

600

400

200

100

72.9

72.0

72.1

71. 7

7'C' .6

72.5

The recoveries at different field intensities clearly

show that the magnetic coil had no effect on the hydrocyclone

The changes in field intensity did not induce any

appreciable change in the recovery. This poor performance could

be attributed to the lacking in directional effect of the magnetic

field produced by the coil and this set up was abandoned.
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- hydrocyclone
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F j I) External magnetic coil and hydrocyclone arrangement
(scale I : 4)



ndrical radial

The unsuccessful attempt of the magnetic coil called

for the development of an arrangement with strong radially

directed convergent magnetic field. Two cylindrical electromagnetic

poles acting radially on opposite size of a hydrocyclone was employed.

Figure 33 shows the essential features of the set up and plate 5 is

a photograph of the test rig with the back up equipment. The cyclone

was held in position with a brass clamp which provided the flexibility

required in the positioning of the cyclone with respect to the

magnetic poles. The cylindrical poles can be elided in and out of

their magnetic coils'and this allows the distance between the poles

and the cyclone wall readily adjustable. Due to the distance between

the opposing poles a reasonably high magnetic field gradient was

created near the face of each pole. The magnetic poles were set at

two centimetre away from the hydrocyclone outer wall and the field

intensities at different distance from the poles under different amperes

were measured by a 8ell's gaussmeter.

distance from surface and at different current

o

170

---:::~Jrr;]n t Icnf~'-'

DiEiLanl1t;t,·~_ I
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Figure 3~3
Longitudinal section of cylinderical magnetic poles and hydr~cyclon8
arrangement (scale 1 : 4)
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PLATE 5 CYLINDRICAL EXTERNAL POLES
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Table 23 and figure 34 show that the cylindrical poles produce

69

a reasonably strong convergent field. At a current of 5 amperes,

and a distance of 2 cm from the poles the field gradient is about

120 gauss per cm. The intensity increases proportionally with the

current suppJied up to 15 amperes. Beyond 15 amperes the field

intensity increase slows down as the magnetic saturation point of

the poles is approached.

5.2.2.2.1 Performance of cylindri~al magnetic poles

Using the magnetic hydrocyclone installation as shown in

plate 5 and the test rig as shows in figure 28, -200 mesh titanomagnetite

samples were run thr~ugh the hydrocyclone at an inlet pressure of

10 p .s.L The magnetic poles performance was studied under different

field intensities. The underflows were collected, dried and analys~d

while the overflows were sent to the drain, and their weights were

obtained by weight differences.

Results

Field str8ngth----W~ight °70 in
at 2 cm from underflow
poleshja~!ss

Weight 0/0
in over-FLow

o
60

900

1800

2400

7t:1·.l6

75.29

84.75

05.42

85.77

25.04

24.71

15.25

14.50

14.23

Size analyses of the different underflow products were carried out

with the cyclosizer using a 20 gramme sample for each product.

From the size distributions of the various products, performance

curves were drawn and from these curves the d50 of separation of the

magnetic hydrocyclone on titanomagnetite under different field

intensities were obtained.



'IQ

microns
05CJ in

--------------------_..__._-
Weight of
to under>
flow of
cyclone

Cyc.los i z er

cone No.U
'" .

Field
intensity at
2-"clTI f r-orn

_poles/gauss

20.20

18.50

12.30

67.1Ll 97.40

14.10 95.41

9.01 84.37

6.29 56.0'7

0.84 17.30

2.62 10.75
-----

65.88 97.03

13.12 90.13

8.84 84.04

6.68 60.45

1.20 25.10

4.28 17.82
"-'

61.48 100.00

11.76 90.94

8.20 87.75

8.28 84.34

2.52 59.33

7.76 36.38

2

1

2

3

4

o

5

O/F

5

OfF---_._-------.
1

2

-3

4

60

900

3

LI·

5

.O/F._------.-
1

.._-~----.__...._----_..__ .._-------------------
1 60.48 100.00

2 12.28 95.71

3 8.40 90.70

1800 4 8.36 85.83 11.00

5 2.80 66.44

OfF 7.64 36.10_.._------"-- ------

1 60.36 100.00

2 12.16 95.16

3 8.56 92.24

2400 4 8.48 87. /12 9.70

5 3.16 75.29

O/F 7.28 34.54
..._-_.--_..~------_ ... --------_._-

Note : The d50s of separation of the various products were obtained

from the performance curves drawn.

curves drawr Qre not included here.

To reduce paperwor-k the



5.2.2.2.2 Result Discussion

The weight recovery of magnetic mineral greatly increased

with the aid of magnetic forces induced by the cylindrical poles.

Running the standard ID-cm glass hydrocyclone at constant inlet

pressure and feed rate tr.e weight recovery increased from 74.16% when

the field was off to more than 85% when a field of 1800 gauss at 2 cm

from' the poles was on. The d50 of separation reduced from 20.2 microns

to about 10 microns. These results proved unequivocally that

magnetic effects applied approorifltely can improve the recovery of

magnetic minerals in a hydrocyclone. The preliminary successes

cleared the path fo~ further works to be conducted in the development

of a magnetic hydrocyclone.

Judging from the recoveries alone, it appeared that the

optimum field intensity was around 1500 gauss. The increases in

field strength to as high as 2400 gauss did not result in any

significant increase in recovery. On the other hand, the d50 of

separation showed that the increases in field intensity substantially

lowered the d50 of separation. This discrepancy arose from the

fact that there wes a very small percentage of particles in the feed

that was below 12 microns and consequently the change in weight

?J

recovery was minimal. Once again it confirmed that the performance

of the equipment should be evaluated by the d50 of separation

instead of using the weight recovery alone.

Careful observation of the magnetic hydrocyclone,

operating above 900 gauss, revealed the problem of magnetic minerals

sticking onto the wall at the lower region of the cylindrical part

of the hydrocyclone and this cumulation of magnetic particles

effectively interrupted the circular and downward motion of the pulp.

In order to operate the magnetic hydrocyclone effectively in obtaining

high recoveries, a high field is inevitably needed. Improvement

should be made either on the hydrocylone or the magnetic poles to

avoid particles sticking on the cyclone wall which is detrimental to

the hydrocyclone performance.



,~~2. 2 :.~_._.l:?£~red ~.?:.:L~ml(3~ Maq0_~t:i.c poles,

In order to improve the performance of the cylinderical

magnetic poles the poles were modified to provide a downward magnetic

component in addition to the outwardly directed radial component of

the magnetic force. The downward component was designed to enhance

the downward movement of magnetic particles which have ended up at

the wall of the hydrocyclone and thereby avoiding interference of

the circular flow pattern.

The cylindrical poles were replaced by two flat soft

iron poles two-centimetre thick with the edge facing the cyclone wall

shaped in,conFormity'to the cyclone outer configuration. The

ragion near the spigot was designed to remain further from the cyclone

wall than the rest of the pole. (Figure 35). The e~ges Facing

the cyclone were tapered from two centimetres at point I to half

centimetre at point 5. The decrease in pole surface down the edge

increases the magnetic gradient by concentrating field lines to a

smaller area. This provides the downward magnetic force component.

Figure 35 shows that point 5 is furthest away from the cyclone wall.

This was deliberately designed to reduce the field intensity at

the spigot region to allow free discharge of the underflow magnetic

particles.

Due to the irregular shape of the pole the field

intensities at different position will ,be different and to facilitate

description, five distinguished positions on the tapered edge were

selected and numerically labelled as shown in figure 35.

The magnetic field intensities of each position at different distances

from the edge and at different currents were obtained with a Bell's

gauss meter.

From the,field intensities measured at different position

of the magnetic pole under different current and at different distances

from one of the poles, it was found that at position I the magnetic

field intensity was very high compared with the other positions.

This was not desirable to the intended effect for which these tapered

poles were constructed because the high field at position 1 might cause

magnetic particles to move up instead of heading towards the spigot.



Further check with the gaussmeter revealed that the high field

was centered at the edreme top of the POlES and was caused by the

concentration of field at the top edges of the poles. Positions

immediately below the edges have much lower fields than at position

1 and the idea of rounding the top edges was abandoned. In fact

the high field at the top edges could be beneficial to the

performance of the magnetic hydrocyclone by providing a mean of

attracting top short-circuited magnetic minerals to the wall and

eventually guided to the spigot.. More over the higher field at

position 1 is no longer exists once the distance from the pole

exceeds 2 cm. Similar anomalously high fields were also observed

at position 5 and these disappeared once the distance away from the

pole exceeded 2 cm.

The high intensity at position 4 not only helps to pull

magnetic particles which arrived at the cyclone wall at the upper end

of the cyclone down to the spigot, it also provides a powerful

outwardly directed force on magnetic particles which would have been

dragged inwards and upwards by the high fluid velocity at the point of

fluid flow direction reversal. (Figure 36)
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Fd: Fluid drag force, Fe: centrifugal force, Fm: magnetic force.

Figure 36 Diagram illustrating forces acting on a magnetic particle
in a tapered-pole magnetic hydroeyclone.



PLATE 6 TAPERED MAGNETIC POLES AND HYDROCYCLONE TEST RIG
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TAl3LE 26 Fiuld in L(3n~, i t .i E3 0) of a t d.if'f'er-ent: current:

Clnd di~3tDncc~3 fr-orn the

,"." ...~-------_ ...","_.,._---~-_ ..~_._. ,---------
Current/

Position 0 1· 2 3 4 5 6
._.pmp

-~------_.

1 450 1~)0 100 75 62 55 53

2 150 120 110 80 75 71 67

1.5 3 300 210 170 150 140 138

4 500 260 220

~' 6(J0 250 190:::J

-----
1 3300 1350 900 700 560 500 470

2 1300 1100 950 800 730 650 600

5.0 3 2500 1650 1250 1100 1050 1000

4 4500 2400 1600

5 5500 2600 1700

1 4000 1800 1000 800 700 630 580

2 1700 1350 1000 950 850 800 760

10.0 3 2~,)OO 1800 1500 1250 1150 1100

4 5500 3000 2400
r- 6500 3400 2600:::J

1 4500 1800 nOD 950 780 700 6:)0

2 I 8De) 1600 1200 lD50 9~::;0 870 800

15.0 3 2500 2000 1600 1400 1300 1250

4 6000 3100 2600

5 7000 3200 2800

-_._-----~-

Note MC'f1surements were mClde with position 1 at 14 centimetres

apar-t s , which was the position used for all the Gxperimental

testwork. '£\t position 4 and ,,' meClsurement beyond a:::J

distance of 2 centimetres was irrelevant.



5.2.2.3.1

Using the magnetic hydroeyelone test rig as shown on

plate 6, -200 mesh ground titanomagnetite samples were run through

the hydroeyelone at 10 p.s.i., under different filed intensities.

The underflows were collected and dried, from which the weight

recoveries were obtained. From the dry products, samples were

taken for size analysis using the caliberated cyclosizer. Based on

the size analyses the cyclone performance curves were drawn and from

them the d50 of separation under each condition was obtained.

ResuHs

Hydroeyclone inlet pr~ssur8 : 10 p.G.i.

Field intensities referred to were those at a distance of 2 cm from

pole

TABLE 27 Weight cia recovery a~_.gif~!3rent field ir:'~ensities

o
5

10

Average Wt. % I
Current/ field/ recovery il

1

)
arnp~8 . 9aLi~ J:!L~__.__

o 74.6'7

128() 86.45

17DO 87.26 I
'---------.-.----.- ---.--..---- -- - -..-----I

TABLE 28 Size distribution of underflow

-I

9.5

19.5

11.0

2.98
7.61

60.21
12.20

8.39
8.61

2

3
4
5

OfF

o

Magnetic ----·--Wt .% to ----- --1
field Cyclosizer Weight % underflow of 050

in ga.uss.__ cone lJ..!2..:.... ~.l.Q.~ . _
1 67.26 98.25

2 14.31 97~49

3 8.96 84.48

4 6.24 56.00

5 0.88 18.25

OfF 2.35 9,71

------------1------60.35----·-···100:(5'0-----·-·

2 12.21 96.31

3 8.38 91.47

4 8.52 88.52

5 2.91 69.88

OfF 7.63 36.48

---_.._---- -----------
1

1280

1700
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Tapered-pole magnetic hydrocyclone performance curves on titanomagneti
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[-j.2.2.3.2.

The tapered magnetic poles proved to be very effective in

providing a radially directed magnetic field. It also has the

advantage of providing a higher field gradient for similar power

consumption. At 5 ampere, the field measured 2 cm from the pole

was 900 gauss for the cylindrical pole but averaged 1280 gauss for

the tapered pole. This higher field could be attributed to the

smaller pole surface and thereby high concentration of field occurred.

Of the two levels of power input tested, the tapered

poles definitely produced higher weight recoveries and lower d50 of

separation than the cylindrical poles. The higher recoveries could

be due to the high field intensities the tapered poles produced on

similar power consumption and this created a higher field gradient

which increased the recovery of magnetic minerals by the hydrocylcone

at the underflow. However the advantages described in the last

section could have cont~ibuted to the increase in magnetic recoveries.

TABLE 29 : Comparison of the performancf~ of cylindric,al and tap~red pole.~

o
5

10

o
1280
1700

o
900

1800

'74.6'7 74.16 19.5 20.2

86.45 84.75 11.0 12.3

87.26 85.42 9.5 11.0
---

The magnetic hydrocyclone witH tapered poles was capable of

recovering more than 87~ of the magnetic minerals in the feed at a d50

of 9.5 microns when operating at an inlet pressure of 10 p.s.i. and

under a field averaged 1700 gauss. Although this was only a small

increase from that obtained when operated at 5 ampere or an average field

of 1280 gauss but once the recovery has gone beyond 8o~, what was left

unrecovered would be of extremely fine sizes. The fine sizes offered

great difficult to both the centrifugal effect of the hydrocyclone and

the magnetic effect activated by the tapered poles. Practically the

recovery obtained by the magnetic hydrocyclone had almost reached its

possible maximum.

Careful observation revealed no particle sticking on the

cyclbne wall when the poles were operating at 5 ampere. Above 10 ampere

the problem of magnetic particles attaching on the cyclone wall still exist.

This testwork proved conclusively that the tapered poles are

definitely an improvement of the cylindrical poles and all testwork from

here onwards which involved radial magnetic force on hydrocyclone

separation were carried out with the magnetic hydrocyclone with tapered

poles,
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inlet pressure: 6 p.s.i.Hydroc

~d.- ~.Q.~.:::-~~l~~vC-!tte x-fi. nder hydroc1.£.lones

Testwork rRsults of the last two sections concluded that

by applying r-atti.a I magnetic f or-ces to a standard 10 cm hydrocyclone

the recovery of magnetic minerals to the spigot was greatly incrGased

and acompanied by reduction in the d50 of separation. However

preliminary testwork showed that quartz of very similar feed size

distrfbution too reported in high percentages to the underflow of

similar dimension hydrocyclone operating under similar condition.

In order to have a practical value, the magnetic hydrocyclone should

not only be capable of recovering the magnetic minerals in the feed,

it should also be capcible of rejecting as much as necessary the

non-magnetic gangue. At an inlet pressure of 10 p.s.i. more than

78"/0 of -200 mesh ground quartz reported to the underflow with a d50

of 23.6 microns. On the other hand the same hydrocyclone assisted

by radial magnetic force of about 1600 gauss recovered only 87/0 of the

magnBtic feed. The performance of the magnetic hydrocyclone in the

recovering of magnetic minerals was satisfactory but the rejection of

non-magnetic was still far from acceptable.

Due to the limitation fixed by the bore-diameter of

available glass tube, the idea of using larger hydrocyclones to increase

the d50 of separation was abandoned and the 10-cm hydrocyclone was kept.

To increasB the d50, modification was made on the vortex-finder diameter.

This testwork experimented with different size vortex-finder with the

objective of rejecting a higher percentage of non-magnetic minerals.

For similar reason, the operating inlet pressure was lowered from

10 p.s.i. down to 6 p.B.i.

Glass hydrocyclones which were indentical to the standard

ID-cm hydrocyclone, used for the preliminary test, for all their

dimensions except the vortex finder diameter were constructed. The

different vortex-finder diameters used were 2.7 cm, 3 cm and 4 cm.

Using the same cyclone test rig employed in the preliminary test,

the performance Of the modified hydrocyclones on -200 mesh titanomagnetite

and quartz were studied.

5.3.1.1 Performance of different vortex-finder diameter hydrocyclone

!2!:!..-.!.:L ta!l0n:.c?:D12.e tit~

-200 mesh ground titanomagnetite samples were run through

the different vortex-finder diameter hydrocyclone. The underflows were

collected and dried for weight recovery And size analysis. To ensure

reproducible results, the tests were all conducted in duplicate.

condition

Weight percent solid Magnetic field off



Pesulb3
8l

TABLE :.10

2.0

2.7

3.0

4.0

72.52

69.18

54.91

40.26

27.LlB

30.82

45.09

59.74

TABLE 31 ~eight percent rec~v8ry (duplicah:i)

Vortex-finder Wt. %recovery
_ diC!.r:!1£!:§l.ti~~ ._._.. i n J:l1~_... _

2.0

2.7

3.0

4.0

72.16

69.10

56.25

35.51

Wt. %recovery
in_.O/F _

27.84

30.90

43.75

64.49

TABLE 32

_________________________________...1

Vortex-finder
dia.mf)~e_r"-/_c_rn__

2.0

2.7

3.0

4.0

Wt. ojo recovery
in U/F

72.34

59.14

55.58

37.89 .

W~t: %recovery
in OfF

27.66

30.86

44.42

62.11

Observation

_______________.__--4

There was practically no water reported to the underflow when the

4 cm diameter vortex-finder hydrocyclone was used. The air column

envelope intersected the cyclone wall above the spigot level.



-~---- %Vortex-
CycLosizer-

Wt. to
finder Wt. 0/0 underflow of
diameter/ c orie r~o .

hydrocyclone
cm.--------1: 7U.15 99.27

2 13.23 87.32
3 8.60 78.55

2.0 4 1.00 34.77
5 0.36 7.23

OfF 3.66 14.64
1 74.10 100.00
2 13.65 86.10
3 7.90 68.97

2.7 4 1.82 15.12
5 0.05 0.96

OfF 2.48 9.48
1 74.60 82.09
2 12.76 65.44
3 6.90 48.42

3.0 4 2.15 14.54
5 0.20 3.13

ofF 3.40 10.45

1 88.15 65.33
2 8.76 30.28
3 2.01 9.62

4.0 4 0.56 2.55
5 0.05 0.52

OfF 0.47 0.98

050

22.0

25.0

30.6

48.5

----.---------------------_.__._---------_.-
5.3.1.2

through the different vortex-finder hydrocylones. The underflows were

collected and dried for obtaining underf10w weight recovery and size

analysis.

Operating condition

Hydrocyc1one inlet pressure: 6 p.s.i.

Weight percent solid

Magnetic field

RC3su1ts

: 15'10

: off

TABLE 34 : WEdght percent recovery in underflow of the different

hydrocz:clonE!.

Vort;x··fi~k;;-·--··-VJt~. r·----·-~Jt. O(oIT;~'~'"ve;Y

diameter/cm recovery in in OfF

2.0

2.7

3.0

73.88

66.26

52.02

26.12

33.74

47.98

4.0 38.66 61.34
t .._-. .-- -.--.- __.._.. _ __ __.._ :._



~,_______•__e_w__ ------------------r
. Vortex Cyclos:Lzer

Wt.~ to I

finder underflow

diameter/
cone No• Weight 0/0 of hydro-

050

cm _______c YC?L~'~'-~@ .---
1 45.00 100.00

2 29,05 94.63

.3 18.80 82.87

2.0 4 6.00 39.96 25.5

5 0.15 2.92

OfF 1.00 s.ao
----

I 45.70 100.00

2 32.05 93.63

3 18.80 74.33

2.7 4 2.60 12.03 30.0

5 0.05 0.87

OfF 0,80 3,87

1 53.75 97.20

2 34.90 80.95

3 6,26 19.42

3.0 4 2.19 '7.96 38.5

5 0.05 0.68

OfF' 2.05 10.83

r---'------------- --._-~-._--
--

1 62.7':-:1 84.32

2 22.40 38.18

3 0.67 1.55

4.0 4 0.07 0.18 51.5

5 O.DO 0.00

OfF 0.80 0.15

----~-
-----
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5.3.1.3 Result Discussion 86

For both quartz and titanomagnetite, the recoveries at the

underflow were shown to vary inversely with increase in the size of

the vortex finder while the d5D of .seraration increased with

increase in the vortex finder diameter. The d5D for titanomagnetite

increased from 22 microns to 48.5 micron when the vortex finder of

the ID-cm hydrocyclone increased from 2 cm to 4 cm.

the incIBase was from 25.5 microns to 51.5 mic~ons.

For quartz

This testwork

results proved that higher percentage of quartz can be rejected by

increasing the vortex finder diameter for a standard size

hydrocyclone. Recovery results shows that about 70% of -200 mesh

quartz, used for this project testwork. was rejected by a ID-cm

hydrocyclone with a 4-cm vortex finder, and under similar condition

about 3'9% of -200 mesh titanomagnetite was recovered.

The sharpness of separation by the ID-cm hydrocyclone

was shown by the performance curves, for quartz and titanomagnetite,

to decreBse with increase in vortex finder diameter. This sugests

that instead of only by increasing the size of the vortex finder, the

using of larger size standard hydrocyclone could be more effective

in rejecting non-magnetic quartz and produce sharper separations.

TABLE 36 : 13esu!.!:.- §um:~lar;z

~L 'h recovery U/F ---------7--·---
~ortex to 050 of Separation
finder microns
diameter/ Tltano- Quartz Titano- Quartz
cm magnetit~ magneti.te----

2.0 72.34 73.88 22.0 25.5

2.7 69.14 66.26 25.0 30.0

3.0 55.58 52.02 30.6 38.5

4.0 3'7.89 38.66 48.5 51.5
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.?....:.~..:.?: £E?.T~!'j?E:~!!.Ccl..r:ce .of~~j~~~~..§Jnt vor-t.e x-f inder- diameter meqne t i.c

~.9EgExS}one

Testwork on the last two sections had shown that the rejection

of non magnetic minerals can be effectively achieved by using larger

vortex finder hydroeyclone without increasing the overall size of the

equf.pmerit . However this was achieved at the expence of magnetic

mineral recovery. If the magnetic recovery of larger vortex finder

hydrncyclone can be secured by the application of magnetic forces,

then the magnetic hydrocyclone will be effective in producing high grade

magnetic concentrate and without losing much of the valuable minerals.

5.:3. 2 ._I__E_x~p_el.'im8ntal _te.stwork on ti taC'0magnetite

oeslimed -200 mesh ground titanomagnetite samples were run

through the different vortex finder diameter magnetic hydrocyclone

operating at different magnetic fields. The underflows were

collected, dried and weighed for recovery computation. A sample from

each product was cyelosized for size distribution and from the size

distribution thus obtained, the performance curves were drawn.

Results

Inlet pressure

Pulp dens i.ty

6 p.s.i.

10-15D/o solid by weight

TAElLE 37 : Weight percent recov~ of d:L ffererl.!...vortex finder jiametE,£

hydroc,!-clone

Wt. 0/0
recovery
in OfF

-------F-i·e1d----W"t.-Ojo
intensity recovery
in gauss in U/F

Vortex
finder
di.ameter- /
cm----------_.-

2.0 1280 83.25

2.7 1280 79.81

4.0 1280 72.71

2.0 1700 84.10

2.7 1700 80.15

4.0 1700 71.49

16.75

20.19

27.29

15.90

19.85

28.51



1 63.54 99.62

2 11.41 83.44

3 7.46 75.49

4 6.90 66.47 13.5

5 2.63 58.55

O/F 0.06 ~35. 73
---_.__.

1 69.26 96.86

2 10.41 6'7.90

3 6.94 62.64

<'1, !5.66 ,1LO.C)] 21.0

5 2.01 39.92

O/F :3. '7'C) 2~~ . f}c~

1700

1'700

2.7

4.0

,------_.__.._---_.._--
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Obaer-ve ti.on

Particles seemed to concentrate at the spigot of the

4-cm vortex finder hydrocyclone when the magnetic hydroclone was

runni~g at both field intensities. The concentration of particles

at the spigot appeared to have resulted from the lack of w3ter leaving

the hydrocyclone through the spigot for reasons discussed earlier.

The concentration of particles interrupted the free discharge of

underflow product and the long retention time at the spigot allowed

particles which were destined to the underflow to be carried up the

central spiral to the vortex finder. When the magnetic field was at

110CJ g9uss, this phenomenon was even more obvious and this contributed

greatly to the poor recovery of the 4-cm vortex finder magnetic

hydrocyclone.

in

5.3.2.2 ResQlt Discussion

The test results clearly demonstrated that the magnetic

effect had a tremendous influence on the performance of the hydrocyclones

on the classification of titanomagnetite particles. The effect was

most pronounced for the larger vortex finder hydrocyclones. The

magnetic recovery for the 4-cm vortex finder hydrocyclone increased

from 37.Br::f/o to more than 7CJlo. For thB smallBr-size-vortex finder

hydrocyclones the increase in recovery was about lCJ%. This increase

in recovery of about 10'10 appears to be small in absolute weight, but

if the d50 of separation is considered, the improvement in performance

would be comparable to that of the larger vortex-finder hydrocyclones.

Moreover the weight recovery was f r-orn 7210 to B4it) and beyond BO~b,

any increase in recovery will have to involve mainly -10 microns

particlss which are less susceptible to both magnetic and centrif~gal

forces.

From observation, it was concluded that the low recoveries

of the 4-cm vortex finder hydrocyclones were dUB to the lack of fluid

leaVing the hydrocyclone through the spigot. For the particles to

leave the spigot, a carrying medium is needed because of the fine sizes

of the particles involved. Gravity alone wes not sufficient for the

free discharge of the underflow. If high pressure fluid can be

injected from an external source onto the spigot region and leaves the

hydrocyclone through the spigot it will help to discharge the particles

harbouring near the spigot. This systerTI will provide an effective

carrying mediurTI for the particles destined to the underf]ow and thereby

mi.n imis i.nq their chances of bei.nq e l.utr io.ted up to th(~ vortex finder

by the central
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Vortex
finder
diameter/
cm

f1eco,jery-£0--uncJ8y,rloW-d5C)rJr'-Sermrat~_._-
_._, ....._.._._---_...._------ ..

mag.hydro Hydro- mag.hydro Hydro-
cyclone cyclone cyclone cyclone

2.0

2.7

4.0

84.10

80.15

71.49

72.34

69.14

37.89

10.50

13.50

21.00

22.00

25.00

48.50

5~.:.!. 2 ~...5:'::'p~!:j-_~T1ental t8stwor:.f.s.......on.._9...~lartz

-200 mesh ground quartz samples were run through the

different size vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclone operating at the

maximum field intensity available. This was carried out to confirm

that magnetic forces have no effect on the performance of hydrocyclones

on quartz particles.

Operating c:?~~tion

Hydrocyclone inlet pressure

Magnetic field

Pulp density

Results

6 p.s.i.

1'700 gauss

10-1510 by weight

TABLE 40 Y'le~£jht__ p8r~er:t ri?c:::ve~~.!'L~.....9.f ~~ ff..§.lrent si~e vC?Ttex finder

hx:drocy.clon£l~

-------.._---~---
Vortex finder Wt. ~o to
dia. / CfTl_._.. U/F_..

Wt. %to
OfF

2.0

2.7

4.0

74.06

66.19

39.86

25.94

33.81

62.14
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TABLE ill

26.00

28.00

51.60

d50/microns
Cyclosizer

VJt.% to -
Weight '/0 underflow

cone No. of hydro-
~~lone

1 il3.8o 100.00

2 29.35 95.85

3 18.95 83.73

4 6.05 31.29

5 0.20 3.90

OfF 1.65 8.93

1 43.05 99.08

2 31.85 92.95

3 19.85 78.39

4- 3.05 14.10

5 0.10 1.74

OfF 2.10 10.16

1 76.40 100.00

2 22.40 39.27

3 0.75 1.78

4 0.15 0.42

5 0.05 0.52

OfF 0.25 0.73

-----_._---

2.0

2.7

--------------

·4·0

Vortex
finder

jiametDr/
cm

--- ,---------
5.3.2.4 Result Discussion

Both the recoveries and the d50 of separation proved that the

magnetic effect of the magnetic hydrocyclone has no influence on the

perfonnance of the hydrocyclones on quartz. Slight variation in

recovery and d50 of separation could have been produced by sampling and

experimental error. The magnetic field was operated at the maximum

intensity, 1700 gauss, available to proved unequivocally that quartz

particles are not affected by magnetic fo~ces.

TABl.E 42 : Co:nPE~.t.:!~....9f tI~._pr;:Iforl1l~':H1ce of magrmtic hydroc:iclone and

normal_J.,ydrocycl~_.9_uart.;;;:.

Recover-y to u!r:' d~)O of ~

Vortex
L:J8PdI'EIC i on

finder mag.hydro Hydro- InOG • hydro Hyclro-
diameter/ cyclone eyeLone cyclone cyclone

cm -,----'--~--_._
-------~-----

2.0 74. Of) '7:3 . D[1 ?Ei.D 25.5

2.'7 6f) .19 66.~)6 ;::'8.Cl 30.0

4.D 39. E36 3D. fie, ~)] .Cl 51.5
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5.4 Application of wash water to assist spigot discharge
________n ._« ~ .•__. ._~_ •. ~,... _'_, ._

Testwork carried out on quartz And titanomagnetite using the

4-cm vortex finder hydrocyclone had shown that the lack of downward

flow short-circuited water resulted in the difficulty of free discharge

95

through the spigot. This problem was further aggravated by the

application of magnetic field in improving magnetic recovery to the

underflow. This exper:i.ment, empLoyi.np a strong jet of water to

A glass

assist underflow solid discharge, was carried out to study the feasibility

of using the watsr jet on the 4~cm vortex finder hydrocyclone.

Figure 43 and plate 7 show how a glass tube was arranged to

incorporate a wash water system in a magnetic hydrocyclone.

tube of I-centimetre diameter with a jet-end wa~ run into the

hydrocyclone along the central axis with the jet-end about three to

four centimetres from the spigot. Wash water from the main water supply

was connected to the upper end of the glass tube through a rotameter.

The small-bore glass tube was chosen so that the air core was larger

than the tube and thjs ~vuid8d any interruption of the normal flow by

the glass tube.

the rotameter .

The amount of wats to the jet was regulated through

.5.4.1__--::;Experimental tests on _.9~!artz and ti tancma~).CitJtite

Using the test rig DS shown on plate 7, -200 mesh ground

quartz and titanomagnetite samples were run through a 4-cm vortex finder

magnetic hydrocyclone with the wash water on and at different magnetic

field intensities. The underflow pr-oduc t s were collected and dried.

From the dry samples the weight recoveries were obtained and each sample

was cyclosized to obtain its siz8 distribution. The performi'mce

curves for each sample under different operating condition were plotted

and from them their d50 of separation were obtained.

duplicated and the average results were included.

Results

Each test was

Wash water flowrate : 150 ml per minute

Hydrocyclone inlet pressure: 6 p.s.i.

TABLE 4:3 : f1ec0\02ries and d50s for quartz..E:!::!~~itanomaDneti te

·----·----FieldT--w~
.

r.I
' ~ ~l gauss recovery to d50 of

vllnErd l
, c. .

. . u~~£:~E_i l~.I::! ,£parobJ

Quartz

tanD···
IIIU~i 11\::; 1.•.1 te

o
1280
17CJO

o

l;'FCJ
17UU

41.20
39.62
t1;Z .15

OeJ.1O
DO. (32

50.60
51.aO
50.20

39.50

19.00
re. ~50

To reduce:;
ottedto obtain the
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TABLE 4Ll Cornparis0..!2.-_of fJ.Elrfo.rmanc8 of maD!..1(~i:.L~I2Y.drocyc19newi th and

~ij~b..out WElsh wate:r'__Qn q~Q!:.tz [-u:d -!}tanorna~~neti te.

51.50

51.60

20.00

21.00

48.50

No wash
water

--- ----I

9.00

8.50

of separa Lion/ -
ro n_s--c__-:-:-__---:-_-i
h wash
ater

50.f'J0

51.40

50.20

39.50

-- ------------_._---_._-
Wt.lo recovery to U/F d50

Field/ mic
Mineral

-_._--.__~._-!----
gauss with wash No wash wit

---------- water water w_.R ___~.____ ------
0 41.20 38.66

Quartz 1280 39.62

1700 42.15. 39.86
-

0 42.21 37.89.
Titano-
Iclgneti te 1280 80.10 72.71 1

1700 80.52 71.49 1
------_..

5.4.2 Result discussion

Table 44 summarised the improvement of using wash water

for the 4-cm vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclone. In the separation

of titanomagnetite the recoveries increased by about 10 percents for

both field intensities and at 1700 gauss the d50 of separation

reduced from 21 microns to 18.5 microns. The wash water helped in

rnaintaining thl'ladvantaqc provided by the increase in maqne ti.c field

intensity in the recovery of ma[jnetic minerals to the underflow.

Without the wash water, the increase from 1280 gauss to 1700 [jauss

did not produce any improvement in the magnetic hydrocyclone on the

recovery of quartz and this clearly demonstrated that the discharge of

quartz underflow through the spigot was not too badly affected by the

lack of short-circuited underflow water.



5.5 Oevel true l: ed reicj i ii 1 Pli' ('mu tic f Clr'cc! 0;

The limited size of the vortex finder dnd air cOY'e of the

hydrocyclones made the fixing of a powerful magnet on the oxis of the

hydrocyclone extremely difficult. The magnet hus to be small enough

to stay at the axis without disrupting the flow pattern of the

hydrocyclone.

The hydrocyclone used in this project was oIly de s i cnad

to allow magnetic poles to be inserted through an axial opening so

that it can be positioned along the axis. The problems met in

providing a powerful magnet for this purpose were nol: solved and the

project was carried o,ut with magnetic poles of unacceptably low strength.

The essential components of the final attempt in the development of

inwardly directed magnetic forces for a magnetic hydrocyelone is shown

in Figure 44., It was designed to produce a convergent field toward

the tip of the extended poles at the axis of the hydroeyclone by means

of the small extended North pole. (Plate 8)

The back up equj.pment such as pump, underflow and overflow collectors,

and inlet pressure and field intensity controls were similar to those

used for the external magnet test rig, described in section 5.2.

Field intensities at different positions on the poles (numerically

labelled in Figure 44) and at maximum current supplied were measured

at different distances horizontally away from the pole surface.

TA8LE 45 : Fiel.cLi!:'tensities a!,....9ifferenj;J!9.§.~J:2:2~_~i.~dat different

distances from the pole

!------------,----
2

3

20CJ

150

110

80

70

501---------_._- _
5.5.1 Exper.imen_tal test..~:Jn ti tan0!2:lagneti t~.

-200 mesh ground titanomagnetite samples were run through the

magnetic hydrocyclone at different field intensities. The underflows

were collected and dried for weight recoveries.

carried out in duplicate.

All tests were



cond i tion
98

Inlet pre saur-e

Pulp clcmsity

6 p.s.i.

10·-15% solid by weight

Current supplied : 0 and 10 amperes

Results

TADLE 46

L~~ Wt. 0/
0I

.-!£.. U/F to OfF

38.09 61.91

38.16 61.84-
-

3'1.11 62.89

36.89 63.1110

Current
ampere

o

5.5.2 Result discussion

With current at 0 ampere, the recovery increased slightly

compared with running the cyclone without the internal magnet.

This slight increase could be due to the occasional interruption of

the overflow by the internal pole and thereby increased the downward

flow water. The magnetic force produced only a very minimal

increase in recovery in'the overflow and inspite of the high power

supplied, recovery increased only by an average of about l~. The

poor performance could be attributed to the low field strength produced

and also the only region around the pole where a convergent field of

reasonable strength was within 2 centimetres from the pole incidently

this is coincide with the vortex finder diameter and so any particle

which came as far as this region would eventually end up in the overflow

irrespective of the presence of the magnetic field. However the

region near the wall of the hydroryclone where a strong and inwardly

directed magnetic field was most needed to assist the inward migration

of magnetic particles from that region experienced only a very feeble

convergent field. This was hardly effective compared to the powerful

centrifugal force and thus resulted in the poor performance of

producing an overflow magnetic concentrate.



PLATE: 7 WASHWATER ,JET AI1Rf\NGEMENT

water from main

washwater j e t

Figure 43 Di agr am of ,washw~ter

j e t a r rangement ( not
to s ce,l e )



PLATE 8 I NWARDLY DI RECTED MAGNETIC POLE AND HYDRDCYCLONE TEST RI G.
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bigU t 8 44 : I nterna l magnetic pole
a nd hyd rocyc l one a r r angeme nt
( s c a l e 1 : 4 )
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Ci. 6 f~umm~ of DeveLopmerrte l Te s twork F18sul ts--------_....... ~ ... ------,_._-"'-~--,---~.__.~--_._.~- - --~----..._--~

Before disembarking onto conducting tcstwork on synthetic

and natural samples with the magnetic hydrocyclones developed, it is

appropriate at this juncture to summarise the accomplishments achieved

and the problems encountered in the course of the development. A

summary of the results obtained wi]l enable predictions of the magnetic

hydrocyclone performance operating under different conditions to be

made. The summary also provides means by which the succeSs of the

project can be quantitative 8val0ated. Due to the problems encountered

5.6.1

in obtainting highly accurate d50 of separation, the weight recovery

results should be included in the assessment of test performances.

In fact in many circumstances the recovery results should be considered

with equal, if not greater, significance in drawing the conclusion of

an experiment.

Performan.ce of Conventional I+t.drocyclones on -200 mesh Quartz

~d Titanomag'2etite

qperating ~9ition

Inlet pressure

Pulp density

6 p.s.i.

10-1510 solids by wE,ight

Wash water flowrate : 1.5 litres per minute for 4-cm vortex finder

hydrocyclollC'

TABLE 47 : Comparis~n betw~~ Ql;a~!~.nd Titanomagnetite

IctVortex ._- Qu~rt;-Tlf- Titanomagnetite (2n-Diffe~t(2)-(1)
finder --or---d5D-j- 10 cl50j r~------"-d50l--'

diamet:~~~1ll

I 2.D -73:88------- 25.50 ----72.34·- -;~~~~.-·~·~~~~_·-·;~~~-I

I 2.7 66.26 30.00 69.14 25.00 2.88 5.DO I
3.0 53.02 38.50 I 55.58 30.60 2.56 ~.90 I
4.0.~ 38.66 51~ 37.89 4t3.50 -_. 0.80 .__~_:.=_._t

- withwash --
water

4.0 41.20 50.60 42.21 39.5D 1.01 11.10

5.6.L_ Pe~'f012':2!."~C'..~_~ of Mc!Dn~t:i.c Hydr'ocy(~lcJ!1e~.jn_..~~El2:tz G.r:_~

Iitanor~~I:§..!itf2

Ope~~!i~8~~~~~~tion

Field intensity 1700 gauss

Feed

Inl.ct pr-easure

Pulp densi ty

-200 mesh quartz and titsllomagnetite

6 p.s.L

10-J.5 percent solid by weight
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TAEJLE 48 : CO~?~}2T~?.sm of ~~fornli1nce be~:_~~8e.!2-Quart~ and._Jl tan.(J!r'!:-8~~9_~_g_r::.

,I ~:~:;"--'- ~~T);~'~]~art~I5I)) rhcr~-+~~~:~:~~!2~ ~-~~2~-Ion~s- ~:~~~~:-~-iiI~~T;:~i c·~~~~~1
diamtJ~~£/~_ _ . ~-___

_ _

2.0 74.06 26.00 84.10 15.90 10.04 10.10

2.7 66.19 28.00 80:15 19.85 13.96 8.15

4.0 39.86 51.60 71.49 21.00 31.63 30.60
---_._--,

wi th wash
water

4.0 42.15 50.20 80.52 18.50 38.37 31.70

5.6.3 __C_o_rnparison ~~~ween conventional f{~drCJcyclones and Magnetic

.~ydrocy'clones Perforrn~nce on -200 mesh Quartz and Ti tanomagneti te

~omparison between conventional, and magnetic hydrocyclones

.9!2...9uartz and titanomagnetite

Con~ti'M~i-hYdrocyclonel---Magentic hydr~~yclone ._-~-----_._-'"

'--Vortex ---'[)'ifference between -qu~rtz Diffclrerlce between 2uar1:Z7" Difference

finder and titanomacxnetite(l'l and titanoma9:.!]etite(gl (2)-(1)

diameter/ "/0 d5D/ ~ d50/ o d50/

cm recovcry micr~ns recoyery rnjcrons recovery microns

2.0

2.7

4.0

- 1.54

2.88

- 0.80

3.50

5.00

3:00

10.04

13.96

31.63

10.10

8.15

30.60

11.58

10.08

32. i13

8.08

3.15

27.60

28.2839. ~3831.7038.3711.10- 1.01

with wash
water

4.0

----------j,--------
---------+----------

-~------------------
-1

1..- ,'-- --:: -1. --1

5.6.4 Developmental Results Summary Discussion

Judging from the three summary tables, it is obvious that a

certain achievement was obtained in the development of magnetic hydrocyclotle

for the beneficiation of magnetic minerals. Due to the natural

hydraulic sorting of most beachsand deposits, the magnetic minerals which

are of economical irnportance can not be effectively upgraded by

conventional hydrocyc10nes. Table 1 shows that the different in d50

of separation for quartz, which in general predominant in beachsands,

and titanomagnetite is only 3.5 microns for a ID-cm standard

hydrocyclone. Using a ID-cm hydrocyclone with a 4 centimetres vortex

finder diameter the different in d50 of separation would be marred by

the natural siz8 distribution of the valuable minerals and the gangue of

the beachsands and so beneficiation using hydrocyclone alone would be

impossible.

After the incorporation of magnetic forces to the hydrocyclones,

the overall picture changed. The difference in d50 of separation for

a ID-cm standard hydrocyclone between quartz and titanomagnet{te increased

from 3.5 microns to 10.1 microns and for the ID-cm hydrocyclonc with a

il-crn vor-t.ex fLnuer , the d~3(J of m]iJill'ation :LncTca;:;m.l f rorn 11.1 mic:r'om;

to ::'31.7 mi.cr-ons .



The weight recovery results suggested similar conclusions.

Due to the size distribution of the feed for quartz and titanomagnetite,

the 10-Gm standard hydrocyclone recovered more quartz than titanomagnetite

J03

in the underflow. When a magnetic field of about 1700 gauss was applied,

the differences in recovery changed in faVour of titanomagnetite recovery

in the underflow while quartz recovery remained unaffected.. The

increase was especially noteworthy for the hydrocyclone with 4-cm vortex

f i.nder- wher-e the ti tanomagneti te recovery was increased from 4010

to over 8010. RecoveFy in excess of 8510 could not be achieved even

with th8 standard hydrocyclone assisted by a magnetic field of

1700 gauss. This inferred that the remaining 1510 was either of

extremely fine size or even non-magnetic. Further work was carried

out to determine the percentage of non-magnetic in the ground

titanomagnetite feed.

Recovery results also concluded that with the magnetic

hydrocyclones, recovery of magnetic minerals offered no fundamental

problem. The major obstacle encountered was the inability of the

magnetic hydrocyclones to reject non-magnetic gangue. In order to

produce high grade magnetic concentrates in the underflow, the

rejection of non-magnetic minerals can only be achieved by using

larger hydrocyclones. Inspite of the great different in the recovery

of quartz between the standard hydrocyclone and the hydrocyclone with

a 4-cm vortex finder, the titanomagnetite recoveries for both

hydrocyclones under the influence of magnetic forces were very close.

This indicated that even with larger size hydrocyclones, titanomagnetite

recovery in excess of 8010 could still be achieved and at the same time

more non-magnetic gangue can be rejected to the overflow.

The inwardly directed magnetic forces developed to enhance

magnetic particles to leave through the vortex finder did not produce

any encouraging results. The poor performance was partly due to the

inability of providing a powerful inwardly coverging magnetic field.

The application of a powerful magnet at the axis for larger size

hydrocyclones could be rewarding especially when dealing with magnetic

particles at the finer siz8 ranges. However the limitation of time

and equipment prevented this testwork to be conducted.
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CHAPTEfl SIX

PERFonMANCE OF MAGNETIC HYOnOCYCLONES ON S~NTHETIC AND NAfURAL MINERAL SAMPLES

§~~ Magn8tic AS§'f!L0(. Expe:c~:.r!18n~al samEl~"~

Synthetic samples, made up of -200 mesh ground quartz and

titanomagnetic combined at different proportion~and -200 mesh ground

natural sam~les of ironsands from Waipipi were run through the different

vortex finder magnetlc hydrocyclones. Before the sample were passed

through the separators, thorough testwork related to their magnetic

properties were carried out using the Oavis tube and the Satmagan

Magnetic balance described earlier.

6.l.:L ~pp~ent Magnetic per-cant.aqe of Ironsands

Two samples of ironsands, each of about 40 grammes, were

obtained by riffle splitting. These samples were run through the

Davis tube to obtain their apparent magnetic percentage.

Davis tube condition :

Water flowrate

Tube stroke rate

Magnetic field

ElutY±ating time

600 ml/min

60 cycle/min

Maximum (3500 gauss)

10 mi.nut.e s

Heau l ts

Wt/fo

Magnetic

Wt/gSample

-.------- -·------·---··--------r==~~--No;:;--mBgnetic =:J
Wt/g Wt/%

-------..--..----.----.--~------------- ----I

1

2

16.88

17.14

42.38

42.72

22.96

22.98

57.62

57.28

--- ._--- --''--'-----------

----------------1---_._---_._-------1
I\verage 42. 5~) 57.45

6 .1. 2 __.._~J?.2arent rv1'E.9nr:..!:i~ percentoQr3 of -29iJ_Y..:.r:,sh_..Q!,01:!!2.~1 Ironsands

Ironsands samples were ground in a laboratory ball mill

and the -200 mesh fraction was obtained by wet screening.

of the -200 mesh fraction were passed through the Davis tube under

similar condition to that employed for the unground sample described

in 6.1.1.



lOt!

---------------l
Non-magnetic

26.01 56.56
---------------

55.41

Wt/g

23.73

Wt ojo

t!4.26

6.1.3________A--!PEJ.~~.:5~nt Ma~Im~tic [l§Tcentage of -290_~~l;..-9.uartz_.~!1d

litEmQ.rJ:aQ.~.et} te

Deslimed -200 mesh ground quartz and titanomagnetic samples

used in the development experiments were run through the Oavis tube

under similar condition to that described in 6.1.1, to determine their

apparerit magnetic fractions.

Results

Sample
Magnetic

Wt/g

Non-magnetic

Wt 0/0

1

2

47.96

46.84

95.92

93.70

2.04

3.15

4.08

6.30

AveraDe 94.81 5.19

Non-magnetic
-Wt/g -vV-t-a/c""'o--

------- ._-------_._----,-----------_._-
Sample

_ .._-- --------------f-----
1

2

Average

0.20

0.27

0.40

0.58

0.49

50.80

46.73

99.60

99.42

99.51
-----_._------

6.1.4 True Ma~lnetic percent~ge.....S2.~.xp8rimental.J:..est sE:lmples

Samples of -200 mesh Dround titanomagnetite, quartz,

ironsands, magnetic fraction of ironsands, non-magnetic fraction of

ironsands and different proportion mixture of quartz and titanomagnetite

were assayed for true magnetic percentage by the Satmagan Magnetic

Balance.



Manne t Lc

1013

Sample
----------,----------.

Titanomagnetic(ground)

Quartz (ground)

Ironsands (ground)

Magnetic fraction of ironsands

non-magnetic fraction of

Lr-onsands

93.51

0.01

39.74

95.50

0.01

,
.L

1

1

3

9

9

3

1

1

1

9.47

23.21

46.52

70.66

84.09

6.1.5 Result Discussion

The apparent magnetic percentages of all the sample tested

were all higher than their true magnetic percentages. For ground

Waipipi ironsands the true magnetic percentage was 4.9% lower than

the apparent magnetic percentage. This clearly demonstrated the

presence of composite grains even for -200 mesh ground samples.

For ground titanomagnetite the true magnetic percentage was only about

1.30;0 lower than the apparent magnetic percentage whi ch reflected the

high state of liberation of the ground titanomagnetite. Only 94.81%

of the ground titanomagnetite were attractable by magnetic forces.

If this is considered in the developmental testwork l the actual

percentage of recovery of magnetic minerals should be substantially

higher than the computed results. Apparent magnetic percentage of

the ground quartz sample was only about Cl. 5',/0. This would have very

little effect on the magnetic property of titanomagnetite constituent'

of synthetic samples. The true magnetic parcon of all the

different proportion mixture synthetic samples agreed well with their

oalculated expectation.
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6 . ~) .__ Pf'!.:~fCJ!.'mar::c8,.5Jf __~5!Sl.n8.! i ~_..l~Z~"C..C2.c i e :.~ [)\=~ ,3 _t?n Synt hf~~:.ic somp1e s

The synthetic samples of different proportions mixtures

of quartz and titanomagnetite were run through different-vortex finder

magnetic hydrocylones operating at different magnetic field intensities.

This testwork was conducted to study the effect of non-magnetic

particles, present in the feed, on the recoveries of magnetic minerals

by the magnetic hydrocyclones.

6. 2 .1 ~EJrfo0nar:.ce o!:-~~agn8tic hydrocyclones on 1: 1 sinthetic samples

Samples of 1:1 mixtures of quartz and titanomagnetite

were run through different vortex finder magnetic hydrocylones operating

at different magnetib field intensities.

duplicated.

Dpere.lting conc~:!i0.!2

Some of the tests were

Inlet pressure

Pulp density

Wash water

Results

6 p.s.i.

lCJ-15% solids by weight

1.5 litretiper minute for 4 cm vortex finder magnetic

hydrocyclone

._...-----_._----_.-----------_.._-------------------'



G.2 . 2 P~]rfor-mar,c8 0 f ,'L -crn vortex finclc:lr", maqne t i.c hydrocyclone.--- '~~..--.~---- ..-.~--'- ..-<..---~-.-.---'"-- .. ,.- ··_~ · ._.A _

Synthetic samples of different mixtures of ground quartz

and titanomagnetite WGrG run throu[jh the 4 cm vortex finder magnetic

hydr-ocy.Ionas ,

0e-~ra tin~L con..::~. tic:::.:.

lCJ8

Inlet pressure

magnetic field

pulp dGnsity

wash water

flowrate

Results

G p.s.i.

1280 gauss

1O-lEi'1a solids by weight

l.5'litresper minute for 4 cm vortGx finder magnetic

hydrocylone

TABLE 56 Perforn,mrLC?e _C?!-'l-c_~~r.tex findE:lr rnagneti£J:yd~~!.~

on synthe~~ic samples

Samp I.e Wt. 'fa Assay!
Ti t.anornapnet i. te recovery Wt. ojo
quartz ratio magnetic,----_._---

1 9 55.78 14.94

1 3 59.38 31.35

1 1 69.71 55.56

3 1 75.16 78.20

9 1 76.91 94 ..10

Magnetic Enrichment
weight ojo ratio
recovery

88.00 1.58

80.97 1.35

83.26 1.19

83.18 1.11

86.(J7 1.12

G. 2 . 3. C~pa~~.~~cm..J2etwe~n Cal culated and Actual Performance

The expEicted recovEwies and maqnet ic assays of the

product produced by the 4 cm vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclone

pperating under similar' condition can be calculated for the different

proportion mixture of titanomagnetite and quartz samples. The

recoveries obtained for quartz and titanomagnGtite run through similar

equipment and operating condition is given in Table 44. A comparison

between the calculated and actual performance will allow assessmGnts

of the ma[jnetic hydrocyclone pGrfonnance on mineral mixtures to be

made more objectively.



E:·D· cnndi tion

Hydroeyclone inlet pressure

Magnetic field i~tensity

6 p.s.i.

1280 gauss

Washwater flowrate 1.5 litres per minute

From Table 44

Quartz recovery : 39.62%

Titanornagneti te recovery : 80.10%

For 1:1 titanomagnetite quartz mixture,

Weight of titanomagnetite to be recovered -.

Weight of quartz to be recovered

50 x 0.8010g
40.05q

- 50 x 0.3962g

-- 19.813

Therefore expected total weight % recovery = 40.05 + 19.81

10d.00

59.86"/0

Titanomagnetite assayed 93.51% magnetic (Table 54)

Therefore expected product assay = 40.05 x 93. E3P/o magnetic

59.85

= 62.56% magnetic

x 100%

TADLE 57 : between Calculated and Actual Performance

CalculatedActual

~S~-n-l~-)l-e------Wt% recovery to U/F

Titano
magnetite
Quart;;?:

---I

1:9 55.78 43.C7 14.94 17.15

1:3 59.38 49.74 31.35 37.65

1:1 69.71 59.e6 ::5.56 62.5S

3:1 75.16 69.98 78.20 80.27

9:1 76.91 76.05 94.10 88.f:i4

6.2.4. ~lesu1t 0iscussion

Oper'ating with a field intem:>i ty of about 1300 gauss, all

the different size vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclones were capable of

recoverinq about 8':3% of the magnetic fraction of the 1:1 mixture of

quartz and titanomagnetite. As the vortex finder siz8 increase, the

recovery of magnetic fraction dropped slightly while rejection of

non-magnetic fraction increased more significantly. This is reflected

by the increases in enrichment ratios as the vortex finder sizB increased.

However due to increases in non-magnetic rocovery, the grades of the

product obtained were much lower than expected for the 1:1 mixture feed.

Table 57 shows that the recoveries of magnetic fractions for the

different ratio mixtures
the: ilCln-··"····,,-,,,,-,,!·ic COI1,,1:\ tucnt.

the Y'lJcO\lt3riF:C:, of' non--Illogncdi c frclct:ior"l Wf;Y'C) l,iD!ler thull C)q.1

inCreeJSf; in C Y'ecC1I/Cry [',Dllld be due to Liil: ICHlliiJ L \

led.



~~.~~. J:~_1~f9Fm~~:£§'__.~~f._ .~9.Q~::.§:J.~ i C._.Ul'.~:!2:~Q:?..LE.1:;;:lll C 3 on Gro un!L IN~~p i.12=1.

Er-onsand s

Waipipi ironsands was ground to -200 mesh in a laboratory

ball mill and from the ground samples, different feed samples for
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the magnetic hydrocyclones were prepered. The performance of the

magnetic hydrocyc1ones on the different feed samples were studied.

§..:.;?:.1._.__.__£_~.cf.CJl' n;~~:~§:J.._(?'!:. mE}g r: et i ~_t~l.SL~0 cy~1 r:JrI8 son ma.g n_E!:ticant:!.

~2.!2=rna,SLnet.ic frc~ctio~..2f_irol]sandt3

Ground ironsands was magnetically classified by running

through the Davis tube. The magnetic Bnd non-magnetic samples were

run through the different vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclones

operating at different magnetic field intensities.

Operati.ng Eondi t:.ion

Inlet pressure

pulp density

wash water

6 p.s.i.

10-15~ solids by wEdght

f10wrate

Results

TAEJLL 58

1.5 litregper minute for 4 cm vortex finder hydrocyc10ne

of irom3ands

-T-iydrCJcyGi~n.~· ---Mag~f:;tic--'-'---'-\ij8-ight-----Assay~agnE?tic

vortex finder field o weiyiit 76
diameter in cm intensity in recovery
__.. ., g_au~.? ._..__.

2.0

o
128[)

72.56

85.24

94.59

95.86
._-- -------------------..--.--------1

2.7

o
1280

70.28

82.19

9lj..30

94.95
..__._- ._---._---_._----~-_.._-

with washwater

4.0

o
12mJ

64.36

80.20

96.04

95.23

TAE3LE 59
..._.__.._------_._-------

PE! rf9Irnan c r::.....Qf._.!..o.r::~g.n e t i ~__.tty_~r.o~~!. o~~ s _~ non -ma80.~t:ic

fraction of ironsands

Magnetic vVeight ight
field % %magnetic
intensity in recovery

0 73.::iO 0.01

2.0 12ElO 71.1..33 0.01

0 65.(J(J 0.01

~)" '7 1~)m C:JEL 13 CL 01

CJ !:)3.313 o .CH

4.fJ 1200 5(~, 73 0.[11
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6.3.? Per-f'orrnance of iron~3Emds

Ground Waipipj ironsands samples were run through

different vortex finder magnetic hydrocylones operating at different

field intensities. Some tr:)sts werr3 cluplicated.

condition

Inlet pressure 6 p.s.i.

Pulp donsity

Wash water

HJ-150/0 solids by wei~Jht

flowrate 1.5 litreJper minute for 4 cm vortex finder hydrocyclone

Results

TABLE 60

Enrichment
ratio

guyss

l'v~agnetic

field/

-----------------v-n-.-0/0-'-0' Assay!Wt--· Mag~etic

recovery % Wt 0/0
____. -'".!:.~.:£Jnetic :cecovery-

Hydrocyclone
vor-t.ex
finder/cm..1- _

-------_.-._----.

71.86 41.80

75.89 45.59

75.77 46.27

68.93 42.52

76.04 46.59

76.02 Cl6.62

2.0

2.7

with washwater

4.0

---_._---

o
1280

1280

o
128D

12E1C

D

128D

128D

1700

54.36

66.79

65.64

66.81

42.67

50.46

5D.37

52.82

75.58 1.05

87.06 1.15

88.22 1.16

73.75 1.07

89.15 1.17

89.18 1.17
-"~~".._---

Ei8.37 1.07

84.81 1.27

83.20 1.27

88.80 1.33

Magnetic weight %recoveries were calculated as shown below :

Ground Waipipi ironsands assayed 39.7410 maqne t i,c (Table 54)

Consider 2-cm vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclone operating

at 0 gauss
"

Wt .0/0 recovery : 71.860/0

Assay (magnetic) : 41.8010

Therefore magnetic recovery '71.86 x 41.80 01
/0

39.74

75.580/0



6.3.3 between Calculated and Actual Performance
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The expected recovery and grade for each test under a

particular set of conditions can be calculated from the results obtained

for the Lnd l vidual constituent of the feed as shown in Table 58 and

Table 59. A comparison betwBen the actual and calculated results

would be useful in defining the problems which caused the poor concentrate

grades obtained.

e. g. op.§ra~j.ng condition

magnetic field intensity 1280 gauss

Inlet pressure 6 p.s.i.

WClshwater flowrate for 4 cm vortex finder hyc1rocyclone 1.5 li tres/min

For 4 cm vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclone

From Table 58

Magnetic fraction recovery 80.20%

From Table 59

Non-magnetic' fraction recovery: 54.7310

Table 51 shows that feed consisted of :

44.59D/o magnetic

55.41% non-magnetic

Therefore expected weight of magnetic to be recovered = 44.59xO.802g

35.'76g

expecteD weiGht of non-masnetic to be

Total weight of recovery 35.76 + 30.33

100.00

.- 66. 09'-10

recovered

x 100 %

55.41xO.5473g

30.33g

Magnetic fraction assayed 95.50~ magnetic and non-magnetic

fraction assayed 0.01~ magnetic (Table 54)

Therefore expected concentrate grade = 35.76 x 95.50 % magnetic

66.09

51.67 % magnetic

Based on similar procedure, the recoveries and grades of other tests

were calculated.



T1\8LE: 61 CornpClrj~?~~c~twE~Gn l\ctual Emd Calculatw!· Performance

lL3

6.3.4

0 71. El6 73.0El 4l.ElO 42.28

2.0 1280 75.El9 79.19 45.59 45.El4

1280 75.77 79.19 46.27 45.84

_._------ 44.21 --
0 68.93 67.69 42.52

2.7 1280 76.04 7L1.L10 L16.59 47.04

12ElO 76.02 74.40 46.62 47.04-

with washwater 0 54.36 5El.28 L12.67 47.03

1280 66.79 66.09 50.46 51.67

4.0 1280 65.64 66.09 50.37 51.67

1700 c)6.81 52.82

Result Discussion

Results of the performance of magnetic hydrocyclones on

the magnetic fraction of ground ironsands show that in all cases the

recoveries of magnetic minerals were improved by the application of

magnetic forces. For the 4 cm vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclone

the increase in recovery was about 150/0. For the non-magnetic fraction

of ground ironsands, the recoveri8s were not significantly affected by

the rnaqnet i c field. However still more than 5lJ/o of the non magnetic

reported to the underflow and this hai an indesirable consequence on

the final concentrate grade. With the feed grade of ground Waipipi

ironsands, this equipment cannot effectively produce magnetic

concentrates assaying higher than 53% magnetic by weight. This is far

below the acceptable concentrate grade of titanomagnetite required.

Actual tests on ground Waipipi ironsands proved that the concentrate

grades produced were not acceptable to commercial requirement. In

fact the concentrates produced by the different magnetic hydrocyclones

were lower than their calculated grades. This was largely due to an

increase in non-magnetic recovery especially for ttle 2.7 cm and 4.0 cm

vortex finder magnetic hydrocyclones where underflow weight recoveries

were all higher than their calculated results. The higher weight

recover-Les could be clue to the formation of magnetic floccules, under'

the high magnetic field, with non-magnetic inclusions. The floccules

increased the effective particle sizes oncl thereby reported to the

underfJ ClW. A similar situa~ion was observed with synthetic samples.



A possible way to improve the concent r-at.e grade up to ~l6~o Fe er

about 9[j~{, magnetic by weight is to rnakf~ use of Lar-qer: s i ze

hyclrocyclcnes whereby more non magnetic minerals can be rejected.

If the size of the hydrocyclones are large enough to reject

rlon-magnetic minerals at their naturEll particle sizes then there

would be less likely of magnetic flocculation when treating the

ironsands in their natural grElin sizes.
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CHAPTEfl 5EVn~

PROJECT RESULTS SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Preliminary testwork results proved that a conventional

standard hydrocyclone has a size classification effect on quartz

and titanomagnetite particles. For a ID-cm standard hydrocyclone

operated at an inlet pressure of 6 p.s.i., the d50 for quartz was found

to be only 3.4 microns higher than for titanomagnetite. Although

this different will increase with increase in hydrocyclone size, it

is ultimately governed by the hydrodynamic properties of the two

minerals and .the practicality of the hydrocyclone siz8. Table 2

and 3 show that New Zealand ironsands were hydraulically sorted

during their deposition and their Stokesian terminal velocities

suggest that concentration of these sands cannot be effectively

achieved by using hydrocyclone alone.

By incorporating outwardly directed magnetic forces to

the ID-cm standard hydrocyclone, the difference in d50 between quartz

and titanomagnetite was increased to 13.7 microns when a magnetic

field of 2400 gauss and an inlet pressure of 10 p.s.i. was used. At

this field intensity some magnetic particles which were attracted to

the cyclone wall refused to report to the spigot and effectively

interrupted the circular fluid motion in the hydrocyclone. This

problem was successfully reduced by modifying the cylindrical poles to

tapered magnetic polos which offer a downward magnetic force component

in addition to the radial component.

To be an effective concentrator, the magnetic hydrocyclone

should not be capable of only recovering magnetic minerals but the

rejection of non magnetic gangue is equally important. With the

tapered magnetic poles operating at 1700 gauss magnetic reco\lery was

in 8XCe[,cc3 of mY!D. On the other' hand more) than 70:10 of non unaqnet.i.c

quartz would also be recovered. To increase the L1p[::jracling (J,ff(~ctiv8n8s5'l

of the magnetic hydrocyclone, cyclones with larger vortex finders

were studied. The d511 of sepc:rcation was found to increase almost

linearly with the diameter of the vortex finder of the hydrocyclone

when Y"unning the hyclrocyclonc: wi thout t.ho magnetic field on.



However for a hydrocyclone with a-cm vortex finder the underfIow

water waS greatly reduced and this affected the smooth underflow
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dischar[Je. By applying washwater, the spigot discharge problem

was solved and the ID-cm hydrocyclone with a 4-cm vortex finder

assisted by a magnetic field of about 1300 gauss recovered 80.1~

of the ti t.anornaqnet i te and only about 42% of the quartz. This

increased the difference in the d50 of separation for quartz and

titanomagnetite to 32.4 microns.

Application of the magnetic hydrocyclones developed

to upgrade synthetic ,and natural samples of magnetic and non-magnetic

minerals produced results which are not as encouraging as expected.

Weight ~ of magnatic minerals recovered were acceptable but the

concentrate grades were much lower than their calculated expectation.

The increases in total weight ~ recovered reflect the increase in

non-magnetic recovery when the magnetic and non magnetic samples were

run through the magnetic hydrocyclone simultaneously. The increase

in non-magnetic recoveries could be due to magnetic flocculation of

the finely ground titanomagnetite under the high magnetic field.

The magnetic floccules 'with non magnetic inclusions normally ended

up at ti-;e sp~got because of the increase in effective particle size.

Attempt to produce magnetic concentrates to leave the

cyclone through the overflow using an internal magnetic pole did not

produce any encouraging result. The d~fficulty in fixing a powerful

magnet at the axis of the hydrocyclone to produce the inwardly

directed magnetic force was the main problem encountered.

Overall results conclude that there was no difficulty in

producing acceptable recovery of magnetic minerals at the underflow

using magnetic hydrocyclones.
,

The failure of the magnetic

hydrocyclones to produce high grade magnetic concentrate was mainly

due to the ineffectiveness of the equipment in rejecting non magnetic

gangue. The problem of magnetic flocGulation would be reduced if

larger hydrocyclones are used to treat rawsands in their natural sizes.

On an industrial scale, for benef i.ci.at.i.nq l\iaw ZE;alOl,d ironsands I larger

hydrocyclones should be used. Based on the size analysis of New

Zea Land if'on~:,ands as given on Table'; 2, the hydr-ocyclones involved

should have a d50 of separation higher than 36 mesh or 422 microns

for quartz.



Thi s will enable at least 900/0 of the non-maqne tic qanque to be

rejected to the overflow. A 60-cm diametcr hydrocyclones

operatin[] at 10 p.s.i. and at a capacity of 700 []al/min has a d50

of about 500 microns.
37 All particles injected into a

hydrocyclone begin their journey at the cylindrical wall of the
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hydrocyclone. This principle allows the ma[]netic particles to be

exposed to the ms[]netic force at close proximity to the external

poles and consequently no substantial increase in the ma[]netic field

intensity is nceded for lar[]er hydrocyclones.

All the e~perim8nts for this project were conducted with

high purity or finely []round titanomagnetite, quartz and rawsands,

therefore the problems related to composite grains were not involved.

However in treatin[] rawsands in their native sizes the composite

[]rains might offer some complication to the concentration process.

Fortunately the composite grains are distributed at the finer end

f tl ' d d'. t B . t 12 t l 8101 f th
or ,le SJ.zes an accor lng 0 UlS; ,more -Ilan /0 0 em are

below 180 microns. By careful monitoring of the magnetic field,

the lower grade composite particles could be rejected to the overflow.

With the larger hydrocyclones which are capable of rejecting

more than 9U'!c, of the non magnetic fFmgue and if at least £3010 of

titanoma[]netite can still be recovered with the assistance of magnetic

forces than the magnetic hydrocyclone would be a useful equipment

for the New Zealand ironsands industry: The modern trend in using

abrasive resistent lining on hydrocyclone wall will make the

application of magnetic hydrocyclone to treat highly abrasiv~ magnetic

minerals more attractive. Although all the tests and discussions

carried out were mainly related to the beneficiation of New Zealand

ironsands, it should be noted that the magnetic hydrocyclones can

be applied to other magnetic minerals. In industries where

mechanically sized feeds are used, this equipment would be even

more effGctive
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